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Loudon, Feb. 14. Tue British nation
today paid its last sad respects to tne
memory ot Captain Robert F. Scott
iuia Uis companions, who died in the
nuds of the Antarctic after reaching
we South Pole. A great memorial
service was held in tne Cathedral of
ci. Paul, in me center of the metropolis. It was attended by people of
ovciy walk m me, troia lUng George,
.u ine uniiorm ot an adinhal of the
lleet, down to common laboieis.
The king, surrounded oy a brilliant
iv uniformed siali. occupied a seat.
beneath the great dome. The otuer
parts of the cathedral were filled by
the general public to the fullest extent of the accommodation. Only a
few teats had been reserved for tlie
joyal party, which comprised represeuUUives of Queen .Mother Alexandria
and of the Duke and Duchess of
Premier AsquiUi with all
the cabinet ministers was present, as
wtae many members of the foreign
diplomatic corps, including irwin m.
iugnliu, secretary of the United
States legation, and Commander
American naval attache.
Hours before noon, the time set for
the singing of the first hymn, "Hot
o Ages," the police began regretfully
to turn away thousands who could not
get within view of the doors of the
cathedral. The service was simple.
It included the playing of the "Dead
March" from "Saul" in which the
great cathedral organ was accompanied by a military band. The service
concluded wkh the hymn "Jesus Lover of My Soul." In the closing collects the names of the five dead explorers were included.
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yesterday
coring Americans and sending them
out of the city. The state department
today authorized him to give the
guarantee of this government for any
obligations Incurred.
Americans who petitioned General
Felix Diaz have received a reply from
the rebel leader that they need not
fear his firing so 'long as his forces
are not attacked from the direction of
the residential section occupied by
the American colony. Officers commanding 400 rural guards who took
up a position before the German legation yesterday are reported to have
told the German minister they did
not now which cause they servei.
With an air of indiference, they added that their colonel was having an
interview with Diaz.
No sympathetic disturbances are
in northern Sonora and conditions remain quiet in Juarez, although
Jt is impossible to get news out of
Chihuahua City.
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Washington, Feb.
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Militant suffragettes dropped a bottle the veteran gambler who testified
to
Taft
declared
close advisers today
the aldermanic committee last has, in the opinion of close observers,
containing an explosive into the letter
that only one thing could force him
..e more to change itig sentiment
box of the inland revenue office here wear that he had paid police graft over
to
ask congress to intervene in
An explosion and a lire re- a period of 17 years, quarreled early of .Mexicans in regard to intervention
tuday.
Mexico.
sulted. The box contained $25,000 in today with his wife in their apart- than has the whole two years period
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of revolution
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turn
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who
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and
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lay
the police court today charged with Agnes,
rush a special message to congress in
exsmashing shops 'windows last evening her almost instantly. Thinking that assistance, but it found no public
30 minutes' time.
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murdered both women, Pur- pression at that time. This sentiment
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of
a
gard
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the
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today
pinched her and that she acted in cops." Even hiss wife was ashamed better class made no secret of their to send an
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him.
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formorose
hacame
and
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for
Their
intervention.
self defense.
len Early last night they quarrel- mal statements of their feelings was the battleships at Vera Cruz and Tarn-p- i
eo.
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led. They were still at it at dawn. as follows:
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Washington, Feb. 14. Cotton confew
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of a government to send such an
right
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All
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ily growing worse
December, the census bureau anand
both
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except
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nounced today. Cotton on hand Janha
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with
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em
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army.
bales, compared with 3,200,615 bales
of another woman dur- gua.
death
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31.
December
Imports
if such a step were forced on Presiing yesterday's fighting further exbales of 500 pounds, compared with
dent Taft while congress was not in
'.Mrs.
Santa
residents.
14.
N.
FeD.
the
Both
cited
M.,
Fe,
foreign
of
25,075 in December and exports
houses of the legislature were in ses- Greenfield, mother of Harry Green- session, the president, plans to follow
900,844 running bales, compared with
sion this morning, but no ousiness ot field, en employe or a power com- it. immediately with a message setting
1,391,385 bales in December.
great importance was transacted. In pany, was killed by. a shell in Victoria forth conditions, showing what he had
the senate interest centered in the street. This makes the third woman .done and asking authority to send
TO PROTECT VISITORS.
bill introduced by Speaker McCoy. killed among the foreign residents. United States troops across the borWashington, Fob. 14 The Johnson of senate bill No. 129, f'xing tho sal- Mrs. Grceiifield was a Canadian
der.
bill to prohibit Washington hotels, aries of county officers. This bill
Taft is Disturbed
boarding houses and restauriinta from is said to have the sanction of GovThe president was disturbed today
KINGSTON WELCOMES DUKE
raising their prices for the inaugura- ernor McDonald, as it embodies the
Kingston, Oat., Feb, 14. The Duke when he heard reports that communition, and extending the same restric- ideas of the executive in the matter if Connaughi arrived in Kingston, this cations between Mexico and the Unitions to cabs and taxicabs, with pen- of salaries.
morning and wa accorded a patriotic ted States might be cut off. He pointvioalty of a fine of $100 for each
The bill divides the counties into welcome, in which practically the ed out to friends fhat such a condilation,' was favorably reported today five classes, based upon their assess- whole
city participated. The royal tions would resemble that in China
to the house and an effort will be ed valuation
as
bill
in
the
readied
the station at 9 o'clock, when the foreigners
train
exactly
penned up in
made to have it considered under n which
recently passed the house of and there the formal welcome of the Peking could not communicate with
special rule.
e
outside world,
representatives and which is now municipality was extended to the
was
President
Taft met the cabinet at
forenoon
pending in the senate.
The
visitor.
tinguished
In tho first class counties, salaries speut in a visit to the Royal Mlltarj-Colleg- the usual
session and thu
are provided
as follows: Count:
and an inspection of the Roynl Mexican situation was generally
1
commissioners $700;'" 'treasurer
It was understood 'that Van
t'Hiiiidiiin Horse Artillery and the vetTODAY IN CONGRESS
which is to include all deputies; erans of the district. The programme cabinet is in complete accord with the
assessor $3,000, which is to include of the royal visit concluded this af- - president's attitude as It was ex- -'
all deputies' and otflce expenses; ternoon at Queen's University, where pressed in his talks with callers
Washington, Feb. 14. Senate: Re$2,500,
with one deputy at 'a special convocation was held for day. Secretary Knox, upon entadn'.'
sumed dbnto on army appropriation $1,200 and a Jailor at $900; county the purpose of conferring tho honorary the conference, declared there was
bill.
c'ierk $2,500, w th $1,200 for district degree of LT D. upon His Royal High-1- nothing specific to be considered
and
District of Columbia appropriation court tUrk; in wises where the re- ess.
that he had received no important
bill reported.
ceipts ot the office run over $3,000
dispatches elnce last night
Interstate commerce mission consid- the county clerk i;i allowed an addiDELAYING BUSINESS.
Trouble In Acapulco.
ered railroad valuation bill.
tional $1,200 for court clerk or
Because of intense
Washington, Feb. 11. Two futile
River and harbor appropriation bill
school attempts to reach an agreement for feeling
$(100;
probate judj-at Acnpulco, Mexico, the
a vole on tho Connecticut river dam cruiser Denver, has been turned
reported.
superintendent $1,S00.
back
In counties qf the first and second bill were made today in tho senate.
House: Considered private pension
into that port to protect Americans'
"We are not only damming the and ether uneisuwiis uniii itio
bills.
classes, upon order Pf the district
cruwtt
Southwestpni traffic subject of ship- - judge, sheriffs may employ addition- Connecticut river, but we are damn-in- s South Dakota puts into that
Sun.
port
investigation.
al deputies within certain limits fix-e- l
the nation's husiness," declared day.
Terrlorlcs committee heard Alasl an
by law. Sheriffs and deputies are Senator Brandegeo, after it had been
Many acts soot violence have
allowed
entry-tiotheir traveling expenses suggested that tho measure was ob- committed
pra for iPSls;iatiun pennifcii, "comU
at Acapulco
while engaged in the service of crim- structing other business.
mon to proVP coal c,,Ums n
The sen- Americans.
They culminated "in a
inal process and also traveling ex- ate is still vorldnsr as on the legis- street attack on two
p;lssP(i diplomatic and consular
officers of tip
penses of prisoners, the accounts to lative day of last Tuesday and prob- cruiser
propri.itlon bill carrying $3,000,042.
before her flepflrt-n-debate on annual pension ap- ably will do so until tho dam "bin is
'
(Continued cm Pag Five)
propriation bill, carrying $180,300,000.
disposed of.
(CkmtlBWxl on Taps rive)
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have grown indfiferent as
but all in the city utiet-ea prayer this mo.ning that one
side or the other might bring to a
termination the terrible artillery duel
which has wrecked the city and caused much loss of life and misery.
Both Sides Determined
Grim determination was expressed
today by both sides. An ultimatum
from Madero to the rebels was greeted with a hail of shells and Diaz later
asserted in an official communication
to the United States ambassador that
he was in control of the city.
Expert observers declared that Diaz
had the advantage of the positions
in some respects, but that the federal
commander had an immense superiority in numbers and could count cn
practically unlimited ammunition and
supplies. Diaz also is well provided
with ammunition, for the present.
COHPOIiATIONSFXPiISS
Micjht Have Saved Property.
Reinforcements for Madero
l
receiv-Christ
Chinch, N. Z., Feb. 14.
President Madero last night
Further INTEKtSr IN TAXATION Intense bitterness prevails amon
ed more reinforcements.
sections of the members of the late
bodies of troops were expected today.
exd
report-ewas
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billet
N.
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Pole.
The
state
M.,
men.
Santa
Fe,
tlon of his
A. Wilson
General Rivera is on the wsy from board of equalization met this nioru-th- e C;.ipt. Scott, Dr. Kdawrd
ai.d Lieutenant II. R. Bowers, the
state of Oaxaci with 910 federal ing for the purpose of receiving
:a.U three to die, could have been
The fedoral troops were plies of the railroads mid other
conporations to the board's request, for saved if this had been done.
during the night at points
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The relations between Commander
their
BtrateUc
importance
eldered of
Fd
lluorta declared this Morulas? ;tng the valuation o corporate prop-iha- t Kdward R. Q. R. Evans and tr.
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- ward I
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die
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erty. The board has
Soma )f
which he had nromised for yesterday tion that the law requires all proper-- ' been very much strained.
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ty to be returned (or taxation t
say,
rulrt .in form. oiiliig today.
to the
The rebels opened the battle this full value, and has announced its in- - Evans became insane owing
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and
morning at a quarter to 6 o'clock tention of complying fully wlti tne privations he had undergone
deHe
violent.
When they started firing In the direc- letter of the statue.
occasionally very
his
and
Communications were received from clined to help pull a sledge
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condition became so 'serious that he
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balls from the Insurgents by gum for the Santa Fe, made a statement
The first salvo from the rebel linos showing that the amount of tax paid
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was followed quickly by a series of by his company is something over; lnsing. Mich,', Feb. 14. Democrats
others in rapid succession. Then the' $100,000.
That these taxes liave in-- of Michigan assemble in State couveu- n A i.irinn Ivrw,
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i vw.'.'t'w,
mm luiiv- ur sonic) 11
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in I
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(Continued on Page Four)
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Washington, Feb 14. Overnight
dispatches from Ambassador Wilson
say Americans are not in baste to
flee the danger zone in Mexico City
even when they have the opportunity.
Foreigners seem determined to 'remain to watch the fighting although
Mr. Wilson reports that at every interval between engagements he has
sent motors throughout the city to
'
into the
bring all
of the American emneighborhood
am-
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on the state department for the
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Mexican capital brought no diminution
Tin tO
r. fha fiorponoca nf iha lmttlfi.
noon no appreciable gain had been
made by either side. The hundreds
n
of thousands of
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JAiMES PURCELL

SUFFRAGETTES

GET THEIR DANGER.

CITY IF POSSIBLE

Mexico City, Feb. 14. The
federal government gave a
general order to cease firing
at 20 minutes past 2. General Jose Maria de la Vega,
commanding one division of
the Maderista forces, says
that Ithei government troops
have been unable to advance.
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Takes a Mild Laxative With Good
Pepsin and Insures Comfort
and Pleasure
Konanide is the one who can eat
tor'anything" without suffering the
so
are
few
as
but
tures of dyspejusia,
fortunate care should be taKen in the
matter of diet. Eating slowly, masticating the food thoroughly and taking
a short walk after the heavy meal ol
the day will do much towards assistperson
Any grown-uing digestion.
ought to know the peculiar foods that
do not agree, and these Bhould be
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to ac
lif this trouble la
knowledge the fact.
present, It Is no time for trlfllnK. If a
"eold" had long prrnMed; If a
coiiKh is present that keeps you anxious,
or any of the symptoms are present,
snrh as fevei or nlsht sweats, weakness
and loss of appetite, and perhaps some
raising of mucus do the sensible thing:
take Eckinan's Alterative ns Mr.

;

did
Howling Green, Ty II. No. 4.
"Gentlemen : I wish to' say for your
Alterative that I believe It to be n
cIdp of unequaled value for all Hronehlnl
BDd Lung Trouble.
The Spring or lliOS,
I had a severe couch for six months. 1
tried all the medicine that mv doctors
recommended to me. but no results came
for the better. I had night sweats, and
Santa Fe, N. M.. Feb. 14 The sen'
would couKh and spit until I sot so
p
ate committee on railroads spent the
weak I could hardly do anything.
Hut,
at last. .Tames Deerinar. of (ilasKOW .Tnnc- afternoon yesterday listening
S ..v
! tlou.
insisted that I trv voiir medicine.
i Id one week's time there was quite an
to the views of railroad officials and
in my condition, and after
i improvement
1 had taken several
bottles, I felt ns well
employes as to the merits of the pro avoided.
1
In
ever
as
life.
my
common-sens- e
aids
recently
which
these
crew
When
hill,
full
posed
"I desire the world to know that I
firmly believe that yonr Kckman's Alterfail, the next thing to do is take a
passed the house.
ative will cure any case of lung trouble If
I'aso-Southemild digestive tonic with laxative
taken before the last stage. I will gladly
MRS. OLIVER YOUNG
Representatives "of the El
write personally to any party wanting information In regard to vmir wonderful
the Southern Pacific, the properties, and there is no better than
medicine."
con(Sworn Affidavit)
New
It
Dr Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin.
Santa Fe, and the Arizona and
A. C. B K T T K S W O It T II .
1 fee'i 10 years
dito
well's
of
aids
Kckman's
all
Is effective In Bronthe
was
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the
tains
Pepsin.
It
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greatest
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has other younger, my work seems easy, my chitis,
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officials
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good
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in upbuilding the
Troubles,
of
and
gestion,
sentiment
Lung
general
Poes not contain poisons, opiates
would add ingredients that act mildly on the breath is no longer bad .nd I eat system.
Ask for booklet
or
the proposed legislation
drugs.
Kckman
or bowels, which together torm a com- what I want without distress."
telling of recoveries, and write to more
nothins to the safety of passengers
eviLaboratory,
Philadelphia. I'll., for
is sure in its results, dence. For sale
its bination for the relief of dyspepsia
Syrup
that
Pepsin
and
all
railroads
leading
druggists
by
the
of
empioves
and a vast improvement over chew- E. G. Murphey land Central Drug
etfect would be to increase the or indigestion that is unurpaed.

THE FULL
WHILE
OTHERS OPPOSE IT.

SOME APPROVE OF
MEASURE
CREW

w t

To

ATTRACTIVE NEW

Wooltex

J

ing or swallowing cathartics, Baits,
etc., all of which are harsh and' nauseous and at best do hut temporary
good. You can obtain Syrup Pepsin
at any drug store for fifty cents or
one dollar a bottle. Results are alis the bests refedy obtainable for any ways guaranteed or money will oe
disorder of the stomacn, liver am refunded.
If no member of your family has
howels, for dyspepsia, constipation
headaches, drowsiness ever used Syrup Pepsin and you
biliousness,
after eating, gus on stomach, etc. would like to make a personal trial
tiu.iir.hh1s of nser3 will testily to of it before buying in the regular way
a
this, among them Mrs. Oliver Young, of a druggist, send your address
She says: "Alter many postal will do to Dr. W. B. Caldwell,
r Merrill, Wis.
417 Washington St., Monticello, 111.,
uoni indigestion
suffering
Trainmen, ably championed the cause years obtained what 1 believe to be and a free sample bottle will be mailhave
of
McGee
of the bill, assisted by Mr.
relief by using Dr. C'a'M- - ed you.
do vis, representative of the firemen's permanent

Its action is to tone and strength
en the stomacn anu buwbi uiubuuo
so that they can again do their work
naturally without outside aid, and
when that happy moment comes all
medicine can be dispensed with, li

Among those who opposed it were
Avery Turner, general manager of the
Pecos Valley lines of the Santa Fe
and who, as a conductor, ran tie first
train into New Mexico over 30 years
ago; V. A. Hawkins o the El Paso
Kurn
Southwestern ; Superintendent
of the Santa Fe. and Assistant Gen
eral Manager Clancy of the Southern
Pacific.
Conductor J. D. Notgrass of Albu
querque, one of the veterans of the
Santa Fe sen-ice- ,
represented the em
were
who
opposed to the bill
ployes
and made a speech which seemed to

expenditure
ments, the
proposed
would tend to increase the danger of
accident.
Bills were introduced in the house
as follows:

NOTA SUCCESS

Uivato and Quint-ana- ,
to provide for the appointment
of town marshals in incorporated
H. B. No.

lti:i

towns.
II. B. No. 164 Campbell, Llewellyn
and Moreno, to sell the improvements
of the Quay county experiment station, and with that money to purchase
a site for an experiment farm to be
leased to the federal government.
No. 165 Toombs, to amend the law
relating to the publication of delintheir
so
as
to
require
quent tax lists
publication commencing during the
first week in January.
'No. 160 M. C. de Baca, appropriat- ing ?1,500 for a bridge across the Rio

SAYS JAFFA
ROSWELL MAN
DRUNKENNESS
CREASES IN HIS CITY.

PROMINENT

j

niako a deep impression upon the
members of the committee.
Senators Page and Ilinkle told of
receiving letters from railroad men
in opposition to the hill and from
others strongly urging its passage.
There seemed to be a vast differ Puerco, near Casa Salazar.
No. 1S7 M. C. de Baca, appropriatence of opinion as to the number of
new employes the proposed law would Ing $.10,000 for a bridge across the
make necessary. Some placed it as Rio Grande, near Pena lilanca.
No. 168 Montoya, providing for a
high as 4,000, others as low as one
across the Rio Colorado, near
hridire
made
hundred. The railroad officials
no effort to fx the number, but their Questa, Taos county.
No. 16? Carter, defining seducjudgment seemed to be that It would
to
and providing penalties.
$300,000
from
tion,
cost the companies
No. 170 Martinez, to amend Sec$500,000, and they were emphatic in
the statement that if by spending tion 14 of the game warden act.
No. 171 M. B. Baca and Padilla, to
thin sum they could increase the safeof county of their passengers and employes provide for the construction
inan
for
ty
hesitate
bridges.
they would not
No. 172 M. K. I'.aca. to amend Secstant. Hut. according to their state- tion 411 of the laws of 1907.
No. 173. R. I,, linca. to limit the
hours of employment for women and
-
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Remarkable Effects of a Remedy That Actually Irrigates the Entire
Blood Supply.

Roswell, X. M., Feb. 14. That prohibition has made conditions much
worse in Roswell than they would be
with Ibe licensed saloon was enipphat-icalldeclared by Hon. Nathan Jaffa
at a recent meeting of the Retailers
mid Business .Men's association, called
io dihciiiL's some means of finding a
Kuy for the (.j(y t0 pay j(s de,bts and
etain its fire department, which it is
proposed to cut down on account of
warcitv of funds. A resolution was
readopted viewing with alarm any
duction of the fire fightng equipment,
Mr. Jaffa said that he had been a
jlong time resident, and had kept quiet
on the "trouble" with Roswell, but he
'
was glad that the opportunity had
ll un triveii him to talk on the sub-- ;
iect. "My past life with you needs
he said, "as .. you all
no apology,"
lino wmine to be a moral life."
Mr. Jaffa stated that, there was
moie whiskey drinking in Roswell now
than ever before, more bootlegging,
j

children.
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work
every artery, vein and tiny capil'
lary.
Every membrane), every organ of
the body, every emunotory becomes In
clfect it lllter to strain tho blood of Im
The stimulating properties of
purities.
Si. 8. S. compel
tho skin, liver, bowels,
to nil work to the one
bladder
kidneys,
cr.d of casting out
Irritating, every
p iln lnlllctlng Mom of imlson; It dislodges
h" Irrigation ull nceumuhdlons In the
(mis, dlsHolvcM acid nccretions, renders
them neutral wnd scatters iboso peculiar
tornuulonn in the nerve centers that
cause such mystifying ami often burning
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It Bounus ueer to ttike a blood Imth
Imt that. Is precisely the effect of a must
remarkable remedy known us H. S. r. It
lias the peculiar ae.tlnn of soaking
through the Intestines directly Into the
Mood. In live minutes Its Influence Is at
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And best of nil, this remarkable remedy la welcome to the weakest tHomach,
heon.u?a it la a pore veiretnble lnfUHlnn,
is taken trntiuaUy into your blood Just an
pure air til inhaled naturaby into your
Jungs.
I lie
great Fwift laboratory has spent
millions of dollars In perfecting, producand
placing in the hands of the pubing
lic this wonderful remedy.
pve your
Mood a RiKin bath with K. S. H., for it
Koockh tin
wh tor-m- of rheumatism

every time.
lnu can koi ii ai any dni ptore at
ll.liO a botlic. it is a standard remedy,
uere :, the (freatcut
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ersaid: "Don't iut back the saloons,

even if the town has to be run on an
lindividual subscription basis."
An interesting little dialogue the!
proceeded between Mr. Jaffa and Mj.
Wlliams.
"Isn't there just as much whisky
drunk?" asked Mr. Jaffa. "Aren't
the express companies shipping It in?
Aren't even school boys gettiit
drunk.? Isn't it a fact that the evei't
are still with us and even worse than
four and five years ago, and the city

not setting a cent revenue?"

FOR A BAD STOMACH

PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN

40 inch Crepe de Chien

Plain Eoliennes
Satin de Luxe

Figured flessalines
Shower Proof Foulards

Serges, Wool Taffetas, Albatross, Bedfordcord, Batistes, and an
variety of fancy mixtures.

Spring Wash Goods
The new wash fabrics for Spring are especially neat and dainty in designs, while textures are all that can be asked.
We are showing a large variety of sheer and dainty weaves in both
white and colors. Also a nice line of this season's Zephyr Ginghams. Let
US SHOW YOU the new goods.
A NOBBY

LINE OF WOMEN'S SPRING OXFORDS NOW ON DISPLAY

WOOLTEX

Garmen't
For Women

PRINTZESS

&j&ase4iuM& 6 Son,
Established

1862

Ther Is no better md' clne madr;
ror colds than Clmmbe' ' iln's Couch
It acta on natures plan, reRemedy.
lieves the lungs, opens the seemtions.
aids expectoration; and restores the
system to a healthy condition. For
sale by all dealers Adv.

iiio n.

can Opera House February 19.

Here Is a mnssnire of hope and good
cheer from Mrs. C. J. Martin. Uoonf
Hill, Va., who is the mother o' Is
children. Mrs. Martin was cured of
stomach trouble and constipation
Tablets after flf.
chamberlain's
years of suffering and now rerom
mendR these tablets to the public. Sold
by all dealers. Adv.

Car meats
For Women

SouthiSidcPLaja

Is room for mora Mr. White takes faith in its curative powers that theaf
pride in displaying the banners of offer One Hundred Dollars for any
schools on his walls and he has a case that it fails to cure. Send for
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
list of testimonials.
very. fine assortment-Goe- s
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., To
to Socorro.
ledo, Ohio.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
In response to a ca.ll Game and
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 14 Educators prominent in New Mexico and Fish Warden Baca hurried to Socorro Take Hall's Family Pills for constia
or two ago. It is said he was pation. Adv.
the
anxious to
4

bring

superintendents

day

from all over these Unted States to asked to investigate certain" alleged
Santa Fe next October, are already fndian "depredations."
preparing to leave New Mexico Mon$100 REWARD 9100
day for the national ctjvention of
The readers of this paper will be
educators to be held in Philadelphia.
State Superintendent of Public In- pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
struction Alvan N. White,, Dr. Frank been
able to cure in all Its stages,
Prof.
and
H. H. Roberts of Las Vegas,
and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
Taylor of Deming are among the Cure Is the only positive cure now
CaNew Mexicans who will represent the known to the medical fraternity.

Sunshine State.

tarrh being a constitutional disease, retreatment
quires a constitutional
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internally
acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the
and
disease,
giving tho patient
strength by building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing Its
work. The proprietors have so much

New Banner.
The Silver City normal school has
TIME ITI IN FIVE MINUTES GAS, sent its banner to the office of the'
SOURNESS AND INDIGESTION
state superintendent of public InIS GONE
struction, This makes the fifteenth
Sour, gassy, upset stomach, Indiges- banner received from educational Intion, heartburn, dyspepsia; when the stitutions in New Mexico and there
food you eat ferments Into gases and
stubborn lumps; your head aches and
you feel sick and miserable, that's
when you realize t'ue ma.lc in Pape's
CAPITAL PAID IN
Diapepsin. It makes fuch misery
vanish In five minutos.
9100,000.00
'jr
If your stomach Is in a continuous
"Z.Jr
revolt If you cant get it regulated,
please, for your salte, try Diapepsin.
It's so needless to have a bad stom'
ach make your next meal a favorite
.1.
M. Cunningham, President.
food meal, then lake a little DiapepFrank KprinKr,
sin. There will not be any distress
eat without fear. It's because Papa's
Diapepsin "really does" regulate weak
stomachs that gives It U'b
millions of sales annually.
INTEREST PAID ON
t
case of Tape'
Get a large
Diapepsin from any drug store. It Is
the quickest, surest stomach relief
and cure known. It acts almost like
harmless
magic !t Is a scientific,
and pleasant preparation which truly

i

.
Hiu hf'lov'ts

said.
He remarked that "the whole trou
ble with Roswell now is the prohibi
tion. People are divided, sentment
is divided. The city council Is divided, five to Ave, and nothing can be
done. For heaven's sake let's get busy
and do something. Show me a better way to create finance for the city
nand do away with the evils we have
now even worse than when the saloons were in our midst, and I will
say, let's don't have the saloons but
do something. Get together pay off
the indebtedness of the city.
"The prohibitionists of the city
think they have improved the morals
I deny this. They have
of the city.
not. I know it to be a fact that they
are even worse than they were before
prohibition went into effect here."
lead51 S. Williams, ''a prohibition

Satin Brocaded EoMennes

F. E. Walling, a farmer diving near
Yukon, Mo., strongly recommends Foley's Honey and Tar Compound and
says: "I have been advised by my

family doctor to use Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound for my children
when there was a cough medicine
needed.
It always gives the best of
satisfaction and I recommend It to
others." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Co.

Adv.

Conductor S. L. Miller, Norfolk,
Nebr., on Bonesteel Division of C. and
N. W. Ry. Co., recommends Foley
Kidney Pills and says: "I have used
Foley Kidney Pills with very satisfactory results and endorse their use for
any one afflicted with kidney trouble.
They are all right" O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
322!
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TIME DEPOSITS

Las Vegas Satvings Bank
CeipitaJ Stock, S3O.000.00 '
Office with the San Miguel National Bank
Wm. G. IlaydoD
II. W. Kelly
D. T. Uoskins

SURPLUS
$50,000.00
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New Dress Goods and Silks

LAS VEGAS

In

'.if

speak advisedly," he said.

saloons back, be able to meet the indebtedness of the city, but make them
well regulated."
He told of the money Roswell was
losing on account of it being a dry
town, when all the other cities of New
Mexico were
getting prosperous.
"Open the town wide unless you can
make the whole state prohibition," he

1

order.

I

Printzess Suits

Spring Coats, With a Style and Elegance Seldom Obtained
$12.00 to $30.00

more getting whisky from a distance
than ever before. ''And when I say
"I am not a saloon man," he said,
"hut unless you can show me a better thing for iRoswell, let us put the

Lnd

In an excellent variety of exclusive styles from $25.00 up
Other Suits of style and quality $15.00 to $20.00

Comijany.

this

w ar

This Spring? I his is a question of importance to every woman and one
which can be quickly and authoritatively settled by an inspection of the
newly arrived goods now on display on all our departments.

4)

only
burden of cost which must ultimately
Ik- - borne by the public.
The employes, on the other hand,
were far from united on the question.
Some among them insisted that the
hill was vitally necessary for the
safety of both public and employes,
while others asserted that the pro-eadditional man in the crew not
be useless, but a positive
would
only
detriment to the efficiency of the ser,
f !
vice.
T. D. Skeen, legislative representative of the Brotherhood of Railway

re T ey Going

President
Vice

President

Treasure

Interest Pa.id on Deposits

-
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THIRD DEGREE
MANY

GIVEN

IS Commercial Traveler Uses It
for Colds and Pneumonia
Charles W. Gittleman,
38 years old, and family
have used Duffy's Pure
Malt Whiskey since 1906,
when his doctor ordered it
used as a medicinal tonic

PRISONERS
CHICAGO POLICE ARE ACCUSED
ACCUSED
TREATING
OF
MEN BARBAROUSLY.

"Third degree"
punishment to an Innocent suspect
In a Chicago police station was witnessed by a reputable business man
whose complaint may serve to put an
effectual end to. abuse of prisoners,
against which tne Central Howari
association has for years made unavailing- protes. Heretofore Superintendent Lyon of the association has
not been able Jo corroborate the complaints of the victims by eye witnesses of standing, but his Investigations have shown him previously
case after (case where confessions
were virtually "kicked out of" men
who refused tq admit the identity
which the officers wished. During
March, 1911, he reported to the chief
that the wrong man had been arrested, charged vith stealing a horse in
Ohio. It happened .that the man arrested had been befriended by the
association, which acts as "first
friend" to the released and paroled
prisoners from jails and penitentiaries in the middle west, so he complained later of the aouse he got.
Several times he had been knocked
down and as ne would noc consent to
admitting that he was the horse thief
he was made to strip and given
third degree" in all its cruel phases,
a stream of ice cold water being
turned upon him unti he was numb.
"Unfortunately, in most cases It is
a question pf veracity between the
prisoner and the officers and officers
naturally will support each othor,"
Mr. Lyon said. "But we now have
under Investigation this case where
the word of the business man is
given that he heard the shrieks of
the victim and later saw him being
kicked by two burly men who had set
It Is
about exorting a confession.
to be hoped that this may bring the
whole practice to light and put a
stop to it, once for all time." The
city council is considering a thorough
investigation pf this and other cases
of third degree.
Auto Trucks in Railway Construction
Auto trucks Wave been put to work
in railroad construction, an announcement made during the automobile
show in Chicago, which was peculiarly picturesque for the transportation
of graders' outfits and supplies was
one of the great nazards and difficulties when the first rails were laid
across the continent. An American
firm of
recently put
into service 30 ton trucks to carry
into the primeval region west of the
Rockies In centra. British Columbia
the "grub for the caches," it was establishing in readiness for a. big force
of men on work beyonu tho end' of
steel and the towns, which have
sprung up by the magic of the payroll of the railroad. It was found
that nothing less than power transportation was equal to the task. The
contractors of the Grand Trunk Pacific had been disappointed In their
expectations that the Praser river
would freeze and enable them to race
their supplies and structural steel for
Chicago,

Fob. 14.
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"i have

used Duffy's Pure Malt
Whiskey as a medicinal tonic since
1906. I had pneumonia and was
directed by my family physician
to use Duffy's. It did me a great
deal of good and ever since it has
been used by my family. I am
38 years of age and a commercial
traveler.
Am outdoors a great
deal, and find this medicine a
MR. CHAS. W. GITTLEMAN
worthy stimulant and good pre
ventive of colds, etc., for which I cheerfully recommend it." Charles W.
Gittleman, 1684 Gates Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

mmmmi

Duffy's Pure Halt Whiskey
Is a safeguard in Winter against serious diseases,

if used as directed. You can
break up a cold with Duffy's before it becomes
d
and dangerous.
For men and women who are exposed to Wintry blasts and
raw, wet weather it is an effective protection. It is pure and
dependable in throat, lung and stomach troubles. It overcomes
n
conditions of body, brain
weakening, wasting and
and muscle.
CAUTION When you ask your druggist, grocer or dealer for Duffy'
Pure Molt Whiskey,
sure you get the genuine.' Sold in SCALED
BOTTLES ONLY never in bulk. Look for the
"Old
Chemist" on the lahc, and make sure the seal on the cork is
unbroken. $1.00 a lurze bottle. Write for a medical booklet and
deep-seate-

doctors' advice, free.

The Duffy Malt Whiskey Co.. Rochester. N. Y.

bridges over 'solid ice. The weather
continued so mild, however,
that
only slush formed in the rivers and
day after day went by without progress being made in moving to the
front the tons of food, machinery ana
steel. Arrival of the first truck set
things moving again. With the bands
playing and lights of the auto show
glaring upon the latest creations of
modern ingenuity and luxury
the
story of the mechanicians with the3e
trucks made a romanitc contrast.
"Mountains tower above and around
us here and thousands pf men are at
work on the road to the Pacific.'
one story ran, "but the settlers are
swarming in to be ahead of the railroad, tradesmen of all kinds rushing
to the new towns that are springing
up, much as Willow River has done,
within a few weeks. With the newcomers, though, are the trappers and
prospectors who have held undisputed sway in here until now. Contracts
have been let for the last link of
140 miles, from Fort Dodge to Frazer
Lake. There now is a gap between
the ends of steel of 400 miles, and
we are going
the grub for the
gangs clearing and grading the right
of way."
Sugar Prices Forced Down.
The price war on sugars between
the beet manufacturers of the west
and the cane refiners of the east
finally drove granulated cane sugat
out of Chicago and forced the prices
charged the housewives lower than
they have been during the last ten
years. Beet sugars, in fact, have invaded the east to such an extent of
late that two of the big trust refineries on the seaboard were shut down
and the largest put on half time until the raw Cuban cane sugar again
arrived in a rush from a new crop.
store has been
One big department
.selling sugar at 20 pounds for 87
cents, another for 79 cents and ten
pounds for 39 cents. In 100 pound
lots sugat has been selling at retail
at 5 cents per pound while a year
ago the price at wholesale was 61,!.
to 7 cents. The extraordinary in- -

j

crease in the output of beet sugar
has been the cause, the production of
the United States and Cuba, within
the zone of tariff protection, having
the consumption.
finally exceeded
With nearly 000,000 tons of beet
sugar pressing for market the ii
cut their
manufacturing concerns
prices lower and lower until tne trust
refiners of the Cuban sugar were
compelled to lose money to regain a
foothold in the eastern cities, it is
said that the size of the beet industry last year reduced the average
a cent a pound, .in
price of sugars
aggregate of $30,000,000.
Farmers to Combine.

i

Combination among organizations
seeking to solve the needs of agriculture, both with regard to the cost
of living and the profits of farming,
has taken form in a proposed congress
in Chicago next May. Dr. H. Heath
Bawden has been trying to harmonize and unify the work which is being done by many organizations along
various lines. He is advocating the
phrase "forward to the land" instead
of back to the land, and has dwelt in
his speeches upon the intensive agriculture found in California among
the "Little Landers." The holding
of a congress has been encouraged
by the heads p various movements,
including the City. Gardens associations, the conservation congress, the
agricultural colleges and correspondence schools of agriculture, the Soil
Fertility league, and the vooational
training schools. Among those said
to be taking a prominent part in the
league and who will assist in forming the Chicago branch are Mrs.
Laura Dainty Pelham, president of
the Chicago City Gardens; Dr, Wil- liani A. Evans, Mrs. H. H. Gross, Dr.
E. Stillman Bailey, J. C. F. Merrill,
secretary of the board of trade; the
Rev. Celia Parker Woolcy, head of
the Frederick Douglass center; Bishop Samuel Fallows, and Prof. P. G.
Holden, director of the agricultural
extension department of a large corporation.
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will help you immensely by cutting down your butter bills. Use butter on your table,
but not in your kitchen. With butter at present prices, you simply could not afford to
use it in cooking, even if it would produce better results. But when
Lottolcne will shorten and try as good as or even Detter than butter and
the price is about
why not try it, and practice economy
without feeling that you are "skimping yourself or your table?
one-thir-

s
Remember also that
of a pound of Cottolene will go as far as a full
pound of either butter cr lard. Cottolene is Nature's Shortening a vegetable
product healthiul, digestible, and in every way satisfactory. Try this recipe,two-third-

-- PLAIN

J
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LATER CAK- E-

Cream
cup Cottolene with 1 cup sugar,mix in alternately
V2 cup milk and 2 cups pastry flour, in which 2 teaspoons
baking powder and lz teaspoon salt have been thoroughly
sifted. Beat well, flavor, and add three stiffly beaten
egp. Eake in two layers.
Thi batter ii a Rood foundation recipe and may he used
with spires, chocolate, fruit nr nut, with any desired filling.
Made only by THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
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FEBRUARY

INAUGURATI

IS

READY TO BE

STAGED
PREPARATIONS
FOR THE BIG
NATIONAL PAGEANT PRACTICALLY COMPLETED.

Washington, i). c, Feb. 14. The
arrangements for the inauguration
ceremonies and parade, involving a
tremendous amount of detail work,
are practically completed, although
two weeks and four days will have to
pass before President-elec- t
Woodrow
Wilson
and Vice President-elec- t
Thomas R. Marshall will be Introduced into their respective offices and
will take their oaths of office. The
grandstands at the Wnite House and
at several points along Pennsylvania
avenue are completed and so is the
staying for the inauguration ceremonies at the capitol; the stanchions
for
the steel cables with which
thousands of electric lights to be
used for the inaugural illumination
have been strung and, placed in their
proper positions. Every detail of the
parade following it has been carefully planned and every precaution
has been taken to prevent the occur
rence of any awkward hitch.
The coming inauguration will be
remarkable in several respects. In
the first piace the southern states
will have a stronger representation
in the parade than for n great many
years; another new departure will
be the arrangement by which the
vice president will receive more attention than ever before, a military
escort being provided for him to accompany bim to the capitol and back
to the White House; another, equally
new precedent will be established
by the omission of the inaugural ball
which in former years used to constitute the most brilliant feature of
the inauguration program.
In accordance with the plans arranged by the committee in charge
of the inauguration ceremonies, Pres
ident Taft, President-elec- t
Wilson and
Vice President-elec- t
Marshall on the
morning of March 4, will be escorted
from the White House to the capitol
with military honors. The procession
will be headed by General Wood as
grand marshal and his staff, followed
by the Essex troop of New Jersey,
forming the special escort of Governor Wilson; tnen will come the carriage containing President Taft and
Governor Wilson, next the troop of
Culver cadets forming, the escort of
Governor Marshall who will occupy
the second carriage, which will be
followed by the entire grand veteran division, composed of members of
the Grand Army of the Republic, the
Union Veteran legion and the Spanish War veterans.
The president, thg president-elec- t
and the vice presidentelect win enter the senate wing of the capital by
the bronze t qr. The president and
the president act will be escorted
to the president's room wnere they
shall remain until escorted to the
senate chamber, to be present at the
inauguration of the vice presidentelect, to whom the oath of office is
to be administered by the president
of the senate Immediately before the adjournment of that
body. Having taken bis oath, the
will call the senate to order and deliver nis inaugural address.
The organization of the senate having been completed, a procession will
be formed by the otficei- - of the senate and the . ouse of representative
the justices of the supreme court of
the United States, the committee of
arrangements, the president ani' tne
vice president, members and
of the senate and the house ot
representatives, heads of executive
of states and
departments,
territories, the admiral of the navy
and his aides, tho chief of stuff of
the army and his aides and such officers of the army and navy who
have received the thanks of congress
The procession will move through the
rotunda to the platform over tho
main portico, where the inauguration
ceremony will take place.
After all are assembled, the chief
justice of tho supreme court will administer the oath of office to the
who will then deliver
president-elec- t
his Inaugural address This will conclude the ceremonies at the capitol
and the president and the vice president, accompanied by their military
escort, will return to the White
House, where they will occupy seats
upon the reviewing stand to review
the inauguration parade.
The parade, in which, it is expected, thirty thousand persons will take
part, including regulars from Fort
McPherson, Ga., a regiment of coast
artillery, the corps of cadet3 from
West Point, the midshipmen from
(Annapolis, two companies of blua
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Jackets, militia organizations from
various states, and civic organizations from practically every state in
the union. The parade will be divided into eight divisions, each commanded by an army officer. It will
be formed in the streets near the
capitol and will march down Pennsylvania avenue to the White House,
wbere it will pass in review before
the president and vice president and
other distinguished officials and dignitaries occupying the ganostand in
the "court of honor."
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The Columbus American Association team will 40 its spring training
at, Hopkinsville, Ky.
Pitcher Hurres
Johnscon, who
worked for the Birmingham club last
year, has signed with Jack Dunn's
Baltimore team.
Bob Bescher, the Cincinnati speed
king, has now led the National league
in base running for four successive
years.
This fellow Drohan, ot the Wash
ington team, must be some ball player when seven Class,A clubs bid lor
his services.
Roy Castleton, who pitched for the
New York Americans a few years ago,
has signed with the Nashville club,
of the Southern league.
A number of ball players will leave
for Porto Rico soon, where they will
play a series of games before the
regular season opens.
With Frank Chance leading tho
New Yorks and Jim Thorpe playtns
with the Giants, Gotham bugs will
have enough to keep them busy this
spring.
Rube Marquard's press work for
his vaudeville stunt consists chiefly
of a huge slam at Manager MeGraw.
Rube insists he has quit baseball on
accouni, of Mac's shabby, treatment.
On their first eastern trip the Chicago Cubs will piay an exhibition
game at Syracuse, N. Y., the proceeds to be given to Mrs. Doyle,
widow of the former third baseman
of the Chicago team
Catcher Johnny KUng, formerly of
the Cubs and last season manager
of the Boston Doves, declares that
he is out of major league baseball
for good, but is willing to- - pilot a
minor league team.
Six ball players who helped to
make Chicago tamous as members of
the Local National league team, are
now msior league managers. Dahlen,
of Brooklyn; Evers of Chicago and
Tinker, of Cincinnati, are still with
the National league, while Caliaaan,
of Chicago, Griffith of Washington,
and Chance of New York, have cast
their lot with tne American league,
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are
general in character; the symptoms
or diseases are given and the answers will apply to any case of similar nature.
Those wishing further advice, free,
may address Dr. Lewis Baker, College Bldg., College-Ellwoostreets,
Dayton, Ohio, enclos'ng
stamped envelope for reply. Full
name and address must be given but
only Initials or fictitious name will
be used in my answers. The prescriptions cr-.- be filled at any
drug store Any druggist can
order of wholesaler.
d

well-stocke- d

Aliss Berie W. asks:
"Will you my weight, I should be the happiest
I am so thin and
kindly prescribe a safe remedy to woman alive.
reduce my weignt? I prefer a tablet scrawny, it is a shame. Why can not
I be like other women? I do not
as I cannot take iiquii medicine."

work hard and havo pretty good
health."
Answer. You can "he like other
women" if you will follow my advice,
which is to use three grain
g
tablets packed In sealed
with directions, and most widely prescribed by intelligent physic- ians everywhere. They Improve ths
"Howard" writes:
"What can I nutrition, add red corpuscles to the
take for headache, dark spots before blood, improve the complexion, but
my eyes, aizzy spells and also con- thorough and regular use must follow
to get these good results.
stipation "
Answer:
cause
Constipation is the
of all your trouble, but I can cure '"Mr. Ben", writes: "My joints are
you if you will follow my directions. becoming so stiff from rheumatism
Get at the drug store three grain su't. that I can scarcely walk. Is .there
'
pherb tablets (not sulphur). These any help for rne?"
Answer: Of course there is Help
are packed in sealed tubes ana contain full directions. These aittle tab- for you and for all others who suffer
lets purify the blood, the bowels an! from rheumatism. Take the followliver are stimulated into healthy ac- ing and you will be entirely cured:
tion and will gradually cure your Iodide of potassium, 2 drams; sodium
salicylate 4 drams; wine of colchl-cutrouble.
oz.; and syrup sarsaparilia,
"Little Girl" To cure your child 5 ozs. Mix and take a teaspoonful
of bedwetting get tinctdre cubebs, 1 at meal time and again at bed time.
dram; comp. fluid of balmwort 1
"Mary J." says: "Every winter i
dram; rhusaromatic, 2 drams.
10 to 15 drops In water about one have a cold which, lasts till spring.
I have tried several doctors prescriphour before meals.
tions but they do no good so I ask
Doctor: "I nave been " sufferer you what to do."
Answer: Th.e best medicine to reof catarrh of the head for many
years. It has also affected my stom- lieve colds and coughs is made by
ZY2 oz.
ach, bowels and blood. I suffer great mixing the contents of
mentho-laxene
essence
of
bottle
with
would
an
and
Immedily
appreciate
honey or home made sugar syrup.
ate answer."
Full directions for making are given
Louise: 1 should recommend the on the bottle and also how to take.
following local treatment for you: You will find this wfU cure your
get two ounces of Vilane powder and cough in a very few d.ays and It Is
to a pint of warm water add one-hal- f
perfectly harmless and pleasant to
take.
and
snuff
from
the palm
teaspoonful
of the hand through the nostrils two
"Miss A." writes: "I have a very
or three times daily. In connection
with this make a catarrh balm of one bad case of dyspepsia. 1 am afrali
ounce of lard pr vaseline and a level to eat a hearty meai My breath is
teaspoonful of Vilane powder, apply bad and I am cross an., irritable most
this halm to the nostrils as far up of the time.'
as possible. Also obtain the followAnswer: If yea will get the
tablets and take according? to
ing ingredients, mix, shake well and
take a teaspoonful four times daily: directions which accompany the tscK-agyou will soon be rid of all disSyrup sarsaparilia comp., 4 ozs.;
comp. fluid balmwort, i oz.; fluid ex tress in your stomach. It will also
tract buchu, 1 oz.
help your constipation. ' Thev are
called tablets triopeptine. and are
If 'this'
"Kathryn" writes: "If you know of packed in sealed cartons.
anything that will stop premature trouble is allowed to 'stand it will
baldness, cure dandruff and Itching cause appendicitis, eo begin at once.
scalp, I should appreciate a reply."
"Helen writes:
"Please tell me
Answer: Th.e tollowing simple rem.
to do to gain an appetite. 1
what
cure
will
dandruff
and
promote
edy
a luxurious growth of hair. Ask for cannot eat and am thin and nervous."
'
Answer: You neea a good 6ysteai
plain yellow mlnyol which can be
had in 4 oz. jars and tfse regularly tonic and the beet one that I could
according to directions. I have seen tell you of is: fyrup of hypophos-phie- s
the most astonishing results from its
comp. 5 ozs., tincture cado-men- e
use that I heartily recommend it to
comp. 1 oz. Mix ana always
all who suffer with any disease of shake well before using. Take a
the scalp.
tefert meals' "lor 5?verai
weeks and you will gain an appetite
"Mrs. A. p." writes: "Really If 1 and your whole nervous system wi
could find a true remedy to Increase he restored to its natural state.
Answer: Obtain of any
arbo
druggist a tube of
lene tablets and take as per the directions which accompany the packages. You will reduce at the rate
of a pound a day after the lirst few
days of treatment. This remedy reduces goitre also.''
well-stocke- d

hypo-nu-cla-

car-ton-

e,

Eddie Shevlin, the Boston boxer, is
considering an offer to become boxing instructor at Dartmouth College.
After his fight with Frank Klaus
on March 5, Bill Papke savs he wi'il
meet Georges Carpentier m a return
ibouL
A Buffalo promoter is trying to
sign Joe Thomas to meet K. O. Bren-naat the Bison City the latter part
of this month.
Eddie McGoorty says he will box
n

TERRIBLE SUFFERER

FROM
Several Years.
Legs and Arms
Worst. Parts Burnt Like Fire.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment
Cured Completely. Skin Smooth.
175 East St., San Francisco. Cal. "I
Used the Outloura Kemrxiloa whilo m business In San Franivsco before tho oarthquako
and ilro. I was a torrlble
mifferer from eczema for
several yciars. 1 had It all
over my body excopt my
v! Ail
hands, neck and face, my
anna being tho
m
x. "jiL
J?1fr worst. I had to put stock
ings oh my hands at night
to keep from scratching.
and whenever I did scratch
the parts burnt like fire. My limbs got so
bad that from my ankles to my know there
wasn't a particlo of skin on them, and the
fltwh Itself turned poifccUy blue and raw,
continually throwing olT a moisture, and I
had to keep thorn wrapped in oiled siik clot It
to koep my umiorclotlu
from slicking tint
to rny limbs.
"1 tried all kinds of ointments,
.
, and a thousand othurx,
ami took
all kinds of internal medicine but Willi no
relief. Then 1 bathed my body with Cuticura Soap and kept it anointed with Cuticura Ointment and my skin is now nn smooth
as a baby's. They cured mo completely."
(Signed) Harry . Jones, Feb. 10, 1912.
A single cake of Cuticura Soap and bos of
Cuticura Ointment are often gufflcicnt when
all else has failed. Cuticura 8oap (25c.) and
Ointment (50c.) aro sold by drugirists and
dealers everywhere.
Sample of each mailed
Skin Hot. AtHresa posttoed, with 32-- p.
card "Cuticura, Dept. T, liostoii."
Tondr-face- d
men should use CuUcura.
Soap Shaving BUek, 25c
ut)ple free.

--
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Jimmy Clabby in Milwaukee before
he meets Tony Caponl in the bout
scheduled for Winnipeg.
Al Kaufman is going to the moun
tains in California for several months
in an effort 10 get into condition 'or
another whirl In the roped arena.

Mrs. S. S. S., Van Buren St, Kingston, N. Y. (full name furnished on
application) had such decided benefit
from using Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound that she shares Tier good
fortune with others. She writes:
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
brought my voice bark to me during
a severe case of bronchitis and laryngitis. Oh, how
people I hare
When Burton Holmes recently pave reonimendpd it many
to." O. G. Schaefer
his. celebrated travtslosue on "Pan- and Red Cross Prug Co. Adv.
ama" at Orchestra Hall, Chicago, he
was seriously Interupted by continual
This is the season of the year when
coughing of the audience. No ene an mnthnrs
fim! very nwh
with
,.Cprnca
noys willingly and If people
over the frequeht ".ids contracted
by
coughs, colds, hoarseness and tickling
their
and
have
children,
abundant
In throat would use Polcy's Honey and
renson
It
as
for
cold
every
weakens
Tar Compound, they could
quickly
cure their coughs and colds and avoid tne lungs, lowers the vitality and
the
paves
way
for
the more bctIous
this annoyance. O. G. Schaefer am'
diseases that bo often follow. Chamfled Cross Drug Co. Adv.
berlain's Couch Remedy Is famous for
Its cur, and Is pleasant. and safe to
W. S. Skelton, a merchant at Stan take.
For sale, by all dealers. Adv.
ley, I ml., says he would not take
$100.00 for the relief a single box of
Foley Kidney Pills gave him. "I had
a severe attack of kidney trouble with
sharp pains through my back and
could hardly straighten up. A single
FIGHTS f6r TONIGHT..
box of Foley Kidney Pills entirely relieved roe." O. G. Schaefer and Red
4
Cross Drug Co. Adv.
Johnny KJIbane vs.
10 rounds, at Nev Turk.
For a sprain you will find Chamber.
Iain's Liniment excellent
It allay
10
I .II, a.
1
"BU"k"
the pain, removes th sorenetss, and
n
soon restore the parts to a healthy l' round fit Lowi
Pa ( v , ! ,! .r, ' ,s 1 1.
23 and 50 cent bottles for
fl
condition.
sale by all dealers Adv.
,
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a career. To the artists of England
CORPORATIONS EXPHESS
find America this fact may bring a CITY
LIBRARY IS
sense of losing a personal friend, or
ESTABLISHED 1879
perhaio a regret that so conspicuous
a leader of art work, one who for InRUNNING IN DEBT INTERESTS TAXATION
1ft
V
Publlsed By
Acadof
the
site
stant founded" the
'
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
(Continued from page one.)
emy of. .Design In New York, has
(Incorporated)
rounded out his usefulness.
MORE FUNDS. WILL HAVE TO BE
in the state, as returned for taxation
I a wider sense, however, Brown's
PROVIDED IF IT IS TO CON- aA in www
last year, was shown to e something
less of concern than the fact
is
death
Mil Mill
M. M. PADGETT
TINUE TO EXIST,
EDITOR
over 110,000,000 or practically
that his work, long ago accepted as
of the entire assessed valuaimmortal, is not affected by the life
Shall the city library be closed?
Coffee-matingbacomesle- ss
That is the question which the city tion of the state.
history of its painter.
The Santa Fe, according to Mr.
There are hundreds of thousands of council expects to be called upon to
of a fine
and more of an exact science
people who know Brown's pictures, decide in the Immediate future. The Tummell, will make no objection to
never
who
concern
a
took
reasonable
whether
increase
its
in
taxes, and
Entered at the postot'fice at
annual levy of
f
a mill for
with an Electric Coffee Percolator. Not
Uia Vegas, New Mexico, for tranamis-io- i Brown died long ago, or whether he library purposes is inadequate to the company is perfectly willing that
m r
'
(v
i in
lived.
It was he who enlisted a keep the institution on the right side its holding should be assessed at their
onlv is oercolation bv el ecrir.it-- the rin-k- t
through Uie United States mail still
7 JUL I tX!&2Q Tr- -v
popular sympathy in the tragedies and of the ledger, according to the state- full value, provided all other property
13 seoond clans matter.
the comedies of the little newsboys, ment of Mayor Robert
in the state would be dealt with likeway and
dainty way to brew
j. Taupert at
the gamins and the street waifs of the last meeting of the board of al- wise.
N
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
conee, but it is the economical way
New York City. It wag he who put dermen.
Attorney General Clancy explained
Daily, by Carrier:
Accordingto the report of
05 heart Interest into those little breth the
far Copy
city auditor the library has run the purposes of the board and the
as well. All the aroma and
15 ren of the street sparrows and the behind its
Dae
appropriation, something serious situation which confronated it
Birr
65 alley rats, and proved to all the over $350
mi.
C3 Month
during the fiscal year. The j 1,1 the erent the legislature failed to
ofjthe coffee bean is conserved and
7.50 world, that these tough dirty, hood levy for
One Year
library purposes Is about as act favorably upon measures now
lum, sophisticated urchins were in large as can be made,
you can make coffee
Daily by Ml.'l
according to pending, which are designed to widen
your table
$6.00BPite. of all the hardening influences law and good finance for a city the the board's powers so that the valu
One Year
quickly and easily.
tion of property In the different coun- 3.00; of their sordid environment, just Ht-- size of Las Vegas.
tlx Months
"( D0'8 after all.
A surplus
.
in the park fund is tiose may be brought up to a reasonYith his brushes and oils, John caused by the fact that
;An
during the able and equitable basis. According
1
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
George Brown was a sort of pioneer winter months 'little Is expended upon to Mr. Clancy, property throughout
GROWER
is a durable device whose attractiveness
in the Big Brother movement, the the city's beauty spots. When
spring the state is now assessed all the way
J2.00
One Year
Y. M. C. A. Boys Department, all of and' summer
75
to
makes an : ieal gift of lasting worth.
from
15
Its
actual
cent
of
per
arrive, however, it re1.M
tlx Months
those rescue efforts directed towards quires practically the entire appro- value and the valuation has constantly
A
the boy life in the streets of big cities. priation to iteep thi parks in good decreased for the past 20 years.
VEGAS LIGHT 8 P0
II?
All
his
to
was
did
that
Governor
is
pctures
believe
didn't
McDonald
it
stated. Therefore it
condition,
(Cash in Advance for Mall Subscripshow the human interest in these, will be unlikely that any money can that it was possible to force property
tions)
COMPANV
a
7 .
111
Remit by draft, check or money gamins. These Uds grew up in the be diverted from, the park fund to the owners to return their property at its
as
cities
were
lire
of
street
and
had
fund.
has
value.
real
take
The
Las
library
VeganB
tig
not
governor
great
rder. if sent otherwise we will
much a part cf that life as the hoof pride in both the parks an 1 the li some experience both as county asties- responsible for losa.
beats of the horses, the rattle of brary and would be
He
to having sor and as county commissioner.
Specimen copies free on
whrrls over the cobblestones, the either slighted in such a way as to favors legislation which would make
chatter and the bickerings of the Impair the beauty of the former or
d
of the real value the legal cy, State Auditor Sargent, and Travel railroads lessened pressure against
heavy $7. 90 8. 05; packers and butj
basis for taxation. The governor, ing Auditor Earnest, who constitute the railroad list.
AT epotow. Brown by his pictures lifted the usefulness of the latter.
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
chers $7.ft5.fr 8.15; lights J88.15;
the New York gamins out of the din
Carnegie libraries usually are built however, said he was for and would the board, and representatives
of The closing sales for the day were: lights
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
$88.15; pigs $fi.757.25.
and the dirt and the sordiness of their with the understanding thai they will enforce the law as it now stands, that probably every public service corporaG9
PAID FOR
Amalgamated Copper
Sheep, receipts 3,000. Market steady,
and proved that they revert to the stee'i baron in case thfv in the absence of any new legislation tion doing business in the state, as Sugar .'.
environment,
....115 active. Muttons $4.506.25; Colora102
Advertisers are guaranteed the were human, real boys just like boys are not kept in operation. As the on the subject he and one of the mem well as business men. The supreme Atchison ...
do lambs $88.25: range wethers and
who brush their hair, say "Y'esms' Las Vegas library is located upon city bers of the board, would do everything court room was crowded when the
1C0
Reading
largwt daily and weekly circulation
yearlings ?5.257.65; range owes
- fo
property, there is some speculation in their power to have property over hearing began. The board is in ses- Southern Pacific
Sunday school.
101
of fcjiT newspaper In northern New and go50 5. 75.
$3.
"Bis nrst Cigar," "f ennies in as to whether Carnegie would claim which the board has jurisdiction re sion this afternoon and it may he sev- Union Pacific
157
.;. .
Pro?pect," "Training the Dog," "The Hilsite park, as the site of the build- turned for taxation at its true value. eral days before Its concludes its
Three (Scoppe) Graces," "Three for ing, if the library were to be closed.
The problem confronting the board
TELEPHONES
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
NOTICE.
Everybody has seen However, there is little likelihood Is a serious one and if it attempts to
Main 2 Five Cents."
BUSINESS OFFICE
Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 14. Cattle,
that its doors will be shut, as Las assess corporate holdings at full NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
(hem, nobody can forget them.
Notice is hereby given to all whom
NEWS DEPARTMENT
Malp
reecipta 500, including 200 southerns.
Pictures o fragged urchins sleeping Vegans would not permit so useful value while other classes of property
New York, Feb. 14. With buBinesf Market steady. Native steers $7
it may concern, that, the undersigned
on a' curb with newspapers under an institution to go out of business. escape at the present low rate it will in the first hour only
of th( 8.75; southern steers $67.50; south- was on the 30th day of January, 1913,
FRIDAY," FEBRUARY
14, 1913
their arms, pictures of newsboys
result in litigation whic h It is feared volume of yesterday's speculation in ern cows and heifers
fl6.50; native appointed executor of the. last will
WISICONSIN TEACHERS.
making change, bargaining with one
j will deprive the state and the various Wall
street was of a more normal cows and heifers $4.258; stocktrs and testament of Laura L. E.
HUT THE PICTUKES LIVE ON anotheT,, pictures of kid3 swapping apMadisan, Wis., Feb. 14. AVith a counties of any revenue from corpo character today and there was none and feeders $67.85;
deceased.
bulls, $5.25
ples an biting into sandwiches with large attendance and an attractive rations pending the outcome of the of the feverishness of yesterday. Fluc- 6.50;
AH
calves $6.50(gl0;
western
persons having claims against
John George Brown died In New thse Brown worked idealism out of programme the annual convention controversy in court.
tuations In most cases were small, steers ?0.50S.25; western cows ?4
the estate of said deceased must preYork last Saturday. To some read- material things which were as con of the Southern Wisconsin Teachers'
Present at the meeting this morning with the main trend downward. The 6.75.
'.
sent them within the time prescribed
ers that may suggest merely that a mon as mud until he lighted them nf association was opened here today and were Governor McDonald, Secretary of better outlook for adjustment of the
5
4,000.
Market cents by law. s
Hogs, receipts
man after SI years of life, has ended with human interest
will be continued over tomorrow.
State Lucero, Attorney General Clan- - fieremen's dispute with the easern lower. .Bulk of sales $7.958.10;
E. E. GEHRING.
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FEBRUARY.

and IS

15--17

ON SATURDAjMOENING, FEBRUARY 15 We commence a Three Day Sale of Special Prices. Throughout
the store will be placed many of the new spring goods attractively priced, such as "UNDBRMUSLINS, LACES,
'
EMBROIDERIES SHOES, MEN'S FURNISHINGS etc., which have just arrived.

IT IS TO ADVERTISE
Shoes
IVnmon'c
If

Fine

Undermuslins

i

SlmeR of

Very
UIUCII boS, Qimiiy ,node
of Patent Colt, Patent Kid. Gun Metal,
Vici Kid, Dull Kid in rithc-- Button or
Lace Styles, your
trd choice
of a comp'pte line of sizes (gOJ CO
of $3.50 and 4.00 Shoes for M- -0

J

Mrns Florshpim Shops o
$3 and $6 Values

$338

Beautiful Snow White Undergarments trimmed in lovely
laces and embroideries.
The
line
includes Corset Covers,
Gowns, Petticoats, Combination
Suits, Drawers and Chemises
all at

IS

1- -4

OFF

I

We

make our Dry Goods
" ' '
partment interesting

De-

Per Cent
Discount on All

haven't told you of

one-hal- f

Off

."7

,t

RIBBED UNDERWEAR

2,000 YARDS
Fancy Standard Ginghams, all
the Season's latest patterns, at

IHc Par

Yd

;

KNICKERBOCKER

$15, $18.50 and $20.00 Values

SUITS

Men's, Women's or Children's

or Cotton.

Every one of these suits is our stanaV
ard in Quality. We always sell theiti'
at prices from $4 50 to $8.50 and there
is no secret about what is back of them
as our guarantee goes with each suit.
Special, for Monday and Tuesday, we
will quote them at

(Complete Stock Offered)

the good things you will find at this Sale.

t- -l

--

r.

,.,;'.

ii-

For a few days longer we will
quote 'our (til 'wool 1?15, $18.50
and $20 suits' for 11.49. The
styles and qualities found in
these come up to the Bacharach
standard. Your choice

Qff

jrw

r

Start Saturday and come every day. It will pay you

-

DON'T MISS THIS BIG CHANCE

ALL INCOMES, the buying public have patronized this store very liberally in
m C4TER T0 ALL T4STES
BFPAI1W making
we
it, as
believe, a popular store. We have reason to expect this patronarje just so long as we deal

honestly.

Men's Suits

Boy's

''

Wool

Entire Stock of Children's Shoes at

aH

20

Special

Our store position is that ol a public servant, but i! we neglect our duties and do not deal squarely, then we

past years
fairly and

"lose our patronage.''

We Mean To "Mold Our Patronage"

nnnuia rr

Km?
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M'WENIES NOW I

PERSONALS
John Bunta and wife
are" visitors in the ctly
O. M. Ward teturned
from a short business
querque.

.

14,

today.
this afternoon
trip to Albu

Mrs. J. C.Iiromaget, who has been
visiting relatives in Colorado, returned
this afternoon.
Charles Ilfeld is spending a short
time in Ashfork, Ariz., where he went
last week to recuperate ,s
Mrs. J. P. McDonald left this morn-in- s
for Mora on a business trip. Mrs.
McDonald owns property in Mora.
W. P. Woodson, representative for
the Karo Corn Syrup company, is in
tb city on his regular business trip.
'Thomas P. James, a big stock raiser jpf Pes Moines, Union county, was
in '.Las Vegas today on a business

visit

A LONESOME

of Shoemaker

.PLACE

of the Teams.
Won Lost

'ft.,Standing
Team
"
.

,

.y,. ........

McWenie
Anient'

Kelly...'.'..

.

.1

1

.'.3
.3

2

.800
.600

2

.606

3

2

2

3

2

3

1

4

......

Losey

HoUe' .... ...A..
Witten.
Trumbull ...... .

Pet.

4

.500
.400
.400
.200

-

defeating the Ament team
Wednesday night by a total of 113
pins the Kelly team is now on an
equal basis with that bunch of bowl:
evs each team, ,f having won three
games and lost. two. Martin held the
high score of the evening knocking
down 482 pins. The scores are as
follows: ..Kelley tean Martin, 482;
Strass, 476; Amondsen, 474; Harris,
for Kelly, 372; M. Danziger, 365;
total 2,110;
Ament team Ament,
403; Henriquez, 445; Duncan, 473; J.
Dajiziger', 361; Wei'tz, '315; total

HELD
THIS
EVENING
TEMPLE MONTEFIORE.

AT

Dr. Jacob Landau today announced
of his lecture this
evening at Temple Montefiore on the
occasion of tne regular weekly service would be "Abraham Lincoln."

DIED LAST EVENING that the subject

MIGUEL COUNTY WILL
BURIED TOMORROW.

SAN

BE

Dr. Landau expects to handle this
theme from a, new and interesting
"
standpoint.' The public is cordially
to
Invited
be present. The services
begin at 8 o'clock. They are always
.
accompanied by good music.
Dr. Landau in the short tlme'ne
has ; been here, has made many
friends. He is of a progressive spirit
and. has entered heart. and soul into
the efforts to make ot Las Vegas the
big, prosperous city that, it can be
made if the resources 4t the sur
rounding country are developed.
There was much enthusiasm at the
Commercial club smoker when Dr.
Landau arose in his place and vol
unteered to be one or the commit
tee to go to Santa Fe to work for
the passage of the Lobato bill. Dr.
Landau was
applauded when he
stated that he wished to he found al.
ways working for the good of Las
Vegas.

Last night at her residence on tuo
Hot Springs Doulevard, Mrs. Sever-ian-a
Esquibel de Ga'ilegos, wife of
Roman Gallegos, sheriff of San Miguel county, died of heart trouble.
Mrs. Gallegos had been ill for about
IS months, but had been seriously ill
only a short time. She was born and
reared in Las Vegas and was married to Roman Gallegos in 1904, after
which she went to San Jose with her
husband.
When Mr. Gallegos received the office of sheriff he and his wife then
moved to Las Vegas and have resided here since. Mrs. Gallegos is
survived besides her husband, by two
sisters, Mrs. Amador Ulibarri, who
lives in Las Vegas, and Mrs. D. Mon-toy- a
of Cimmaron, also a brother, B.
Refugio Esquibel, who resides here.
The funeral cortege will leave the
residence tomorrow morning at 7:30
Jumbo Cranberries 15 cts a quart.
'
o'clock and services will be held from
IKE DAVIS,
tho Church of Our Lady ot Sorrows
The Cash Grow
at 8 o'clock. The body will be sent
to San Jose for burial. Mrs. GallePILES CURED IN 8 TO 14, DAYS
gos was a daughter of Jose Santos Your druggist "will refund money If
Esquibel, a well known citizen and FAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
former county officer.
Protruding' Piles' In 6 to 14 days. 60c.
blongs In every home. Adv.
-

Dumplings

For Soup, Stew and Fricasseed Chickett
overs of roast Iamb, veal or beef,
of fresh meats, and fowls
toj old for roasting, make delicious and
nourishing stews. K C Dumplings make

DEGREES TO 6E PUT ON

the cheaper cuts

them doubly attractive and the whole dish
is most economical
an object to most
families while meats are so high and, must
he made to go as far as possible.
By

K C Dumplings
the well
Mrs. Nevada
Brigjrs,

APRIL

known

dough

Allow the stew to boil down so that the
liquid does not cover the meat or chicken.
Add half a cup of cold water to stop its boiling and drop the dough in large spoonfuls on
t"P of he meator chicken.
Cover and let
ouli imain tor 15 minutes.
Made with K C Baking Powder and
steamed in this way, dumplings are as light
as biscuits and are delicious with thickened
gravy.
This recipe is adapted from one for Chicken
Pot Pie in "The Cook's Book" by Janet
McKenzie Hill, editor of the Boston Cooking School Magazine.
The book contains
9D excellent
recipes for things that are good
to eat and tliat help reduce the cost of living.
"The Cook's Book sent fret for the
nt
niiored certificate packed in every
-i in ( K C Baking Powder. Send to Jaquct
W.'iJ. Co., Chicago,

during!

ihud-dle-

fceasor

Prelim-

inary arrangements for the Easter
Monday ball also were made and it
was decided to make this event the
most enojyable occasion following
the season of Lent. Renewed inter- est is being manifested by the members of the council and it promises
to take a leading part In the work of
Ibe order In the noii'hwest

.

.

Attention Santa Fe Railway Company

Employees

Continued From Page One)

This bank will be open tomorrow from 10 A. M. to 8 P. Tl. to
accomodate you. We want you to come in and get your check
cashed. It will cost you nothing.

...

PEOPLE'S BANK & TRUST CO.
CAPITAL

.

.

.

.

$107,000

OFFICERS
John

W. Harris. President
Geo. H. Hunker, Vice President
Cecilio Rosenwald, Secretary
Ivo W. Lively,

Cleofes Romero. Vice President

Assistant Secretary

BIG

INTRODUCED

BUSINESS.
F. O. Blood says the

VALENTINE

Postmaster
parcels post business was heavier
yesterday than it has been since the
system was installed. This increase
is due to the Tending of valentines.
Cupid, taking advantage of the system, is using his best efforts to
make the parcels post a success. One
person today received a valentine
that required the capacity or a gunnysack to hold it.
Postmaster Blood has received' a
supply of government seeds, which
will be distributed eo the public in
These
style.
seeds were sent by Congressman
George Curry. A number or Panama
stamps in the two cent size were also
received, these stampss were ordered
last December, but on account of the
rush of business In the postofflce department at Washington, could not be
gotten out .before now.
-

Judge D. R. Murray is ill at his
home today being threatened with an
attack of pneumonia.

The Optic last night stated that
there were two cases of smallpox in
the city. This morning City Physician C. C. Goordon stated there is only
one case and that a ltgnt one, so
there need be no cause for alarm
afong the citizens. The case Is well
quarantined.
NOTICE

'

OF

DISSOLUTION

OF

PARTNERSHIP.
Notice is hereby given that the
partnership, heretofore existing between Bernard Appel and Isaac
has been this day dissllved. Bernard Appel retires from the firm, and
Isaac Appel will continue to conduct
the business as heretofore and assumes and will pay all debts and liabilities of the firm of Appel Brothers.

Ap-pe- l,

BERNARD APPF.L.
ISAAC APPKL.

United States commissioners, was
also passed. An effort to pass the
Lucero 3cent fare bill was strongly
opposed by Nichols of Ctirry, and'
the measure was recommitted after
Mr. Lucero had made a vigorous
speech to prohibit the action during
which he was several times called to
order by the sspeaker.
House bill No. 51, providing for
the Investment of moneys of the
board of trustees ot the town of Las
Vegas, administering the Las Vegas
grant, was tabled. The committee
on state affairs presented a substitute for the measure, which was ordered printed and which will probably be passed by toe house when it
Is again placed o.n the calendar. The
Carter employers' liability bill was
referred to the committee on railroads, upon motion of Mr. Catron,
who held that the bill In its present
form, was unsatisfactory.
The senate adjourned until 10
o'clock tomorrow. The house was In
session this afternoon and' It is the
intention to adjourn until Monday afternoon.

Light lamps on automobiles at
o'clock this evening, ?

statement made by the officials of
the local club today after they had
checked up the list of entries. Star
Two furnished rooms for Jight performers of more than a score of
housekeeping. T. J. Carrill, 810 Lin- clubs scattered thoughout the north-

coln.

.

6.25

:

; .j

The ladies of Congregation Montie-fior- e
will give a dance in the armory
on April 8. Tickets for
will be on sale shortly. (,
.

west will be seen In competition,
rivaling the comets in flights through
space. The program provides events
for both amateurs and professionals

the-;d?nc- e

:(!'

I

WOODFORD IS DEAD.
New York, Feb. 14. General Stewart L. Woodford, v teran publicist

All members of the local command-er- y
No. 2 of Knight Templar , are and former United States minister to
requested to be present tonight at the Spain, died at his home In New York
lodge rooms where W. A. oChapf an, this morning
y
inspector general of the Grand
of Knights Templar, of New
Mexico, will make an address.
Com-mander-

'

EXPECTED AT IRONWOOD.
Ironwood, Mich., . Feb. 14. Many
famous ski jumpers have arrived in
anticipation of the ninth, annual

TOMORROW
M. C. A.

'

at the Y.

.

4-4- -

'

Junior gym class, 9:30 to 11 o'clock.
Business Men's class, 4 to 5 o'clock.
Basketball games, ? o'clock.
Y. M. C. A. versus Presbyterians.
Methodists versus Baptists.

championship tournament of the National Ski Association of , r America,
which is to held here tomorrow and
A
Sunday.
recordhreaking i meet
seems to be assured. This was the

d

9
SET AS THE DfTE
WHICH EXEMPLIFICA-- ,
TION WILL OCCUR.

the! asterl

!

1

20-1-

number jof candidates are waiting, to
take 'the, degrees and It la likoly that
tho council will confer the first and
second degrees some time during
Lent upbn those candidates who are
able Jto e prosnnt. Some of the candidates reside in Mora, Watrous,
Wagon Mound and other neighboring
places. The officers of the council
last night began preparations for the
organization of a strong degree team.
Preparations also were; begun for
the reception of holy communion by
the Knights of Columbus In a boaTj

;

for Acaputla, Salvador, Wednesday.
These demonstrations of hostility, ennot delay in making vigorous reply.
By 7 o'clock,, the Hiring had rolled dangering the lives of hundreds of
into a steady fusillade. All around the Americans, so thoroughly warmed ofarsenal the flash of field guns and the ficials here that today they ordered
A con- the Denver by wireless to return.
quick firers was incessant.
In addition 1 the regular Ameristant stream of refugees, most of them
Mexican citizens, was observed carry- can colony in Acapulco are American
ing bundles and scurrying toward the ranchers and miners forced to flee
suburbs from the densely populated into the city by rebel depredations in
district between the arsenal and the the countrysides. All these refugees
national palaoe as soon as the firing are dependent upon protection from
the navy, as the rebels iorced susbecame intense.
Diaz Asks American Recognition
pension of work on railroads which
Diaz this morning asked the recog- would have connected the Pacific
nition as a belligerent by the Untied coast with the Mexican capital.
State Department Must Decide
States government in a formal note
to Ambassador Wilson, stating he wasj The application of Diaz to AmbasIn complete control of the city. Am-- sador Wilson for recognition of his
bassador Wilson replied promptly to j belligerency, though disposed of for
the rebel leader, explaining that while the moment by Wilson's waiver of the
be
Diaz's statement might be correct, his j question, probably soon will
own eye was untrained in military af brought before the state department,
fairs and he was not able to see tU if the military status of the two fac- situation as Diaz explained it. He ad- ions in Mexico continues substantially
ded that he was assured by President unhcanged. It is beyond the power
Madero that the government remain- of an ambassador to grant such an
ed in control.
application, as au action required to
Two federal batteries of five guns be taken would be in Washington and
each, stationed near the British le- by the president of the United States
gation, poured a constant stream of himself.
shells Into the arsenal. Another fedProbably what General Diaz desires
eral battery posted on San Juan de to secure Is a full political recogni
tion of his status, such as can be se
Lateian street joined in.
At about 0 o'clock the rebel gun- cured only by the issue by President
ners turned their attack away from Tal't of a neutrality proclamation, for,
the national palace and onto the fed as a matter of fact, this is the only
eral batteries near the British lega- manner, though indirect, in which bel
Aside
tion, from which the government gun ligerency can be recognized.
ners were pounding them unmercifully. from the moral effect of such a proNo Spectacular Fighting.
clamation, about the only substantial
Nothing of a spectacular nature oc- benefit that could be derived from its
curred during the morning's opera- Issue by an insurgent leader, would be
tions, nor did the bombardment ap- to insure the absolute neutrality of the
pear so terrific as that of yppterday, United States government and prevent
although the constant monotonous the shsipment of any arms or munithunder of the cannon punctuated by tions of war to the Madero governthe rattle of small arm fire, loft no ment.
doubt that both sides were worblng
grimly and doggedly.
Some particularly fine peanut butter
Evidences of lite on the streets,
except that displayed by the military, in bulk 25 cts a lb., instead of 40c
when you buy it in a jar.
were 'lacking.
IKE DAVIS,
alin
their
together
refuges,
'
.
...
, XheCash Grocer.
though some occasionally ran th
gantlet of the danger zone and were
welcomed as couriers by those wish
ing to learn about developments In SUBSTITUTE MEASURE
other quarters.

Notice was received here today that
Ed Range, who was formerly a resident of Las Vegas, was killed at
At their regular! tneeting last night Pheonlx, Arizona, last night. No parthe Jpilshts of Columbus decided to ticulars wbrelgiven. Range was, emendeavot to make arrangements for ployed In one of the local restaurants
'
i
the cjxettipllficatlon of the three de- during his; residence here.
A
20.
grees! olf tho order on April
ON

baking expert.
2 cups flour; S level teaspoonfuls K C
Halting Powder;
teaspoonful salt; J
cup shortening; milk or cueanu 'I
Sift together three times, the
flour, baking powder nJ salt;
into this work the shortening
and use cream or milk to
make
less stiff than for A? V j
biscuits.

BY COLUMBIAN KNIGHTS

u

WAR

THEY OCCUPY THE LEAD IN THE
(Continued from Page 1.)
ELKS'.
AMENTS
were gathering. The federal guns did
HAVING FALLEN.

.

WIFE OF THE SHERIFF OF

DRAWN INTO A

A

CHANGE

On train No. 1 today H. R. Stoker
and his wife passed through in their
$40,000 car, California, enroute from
Chicago to Los Angeles.
Misses Miquelita Sena and Elenita
Sena, who have been visiting friends
in Las Vegas for the past two weexs,
returned today to their homes in Santa Fe.
L. A. Peck, the well known representative of the "Heinz 57 varieties,"
arrived in the city this afternoon and
will be a business visitor here for
1,997.
several days. He lives in Denver.
Secundino
Marshal
States
United
Pure and sweet apple cider, 50 cts
Romero arrived yesterday from his
at
IKE DAVIS,
a
left
and
Fe
gallon
headquarters in Santa
The Cash Grocer.
this morning for his ranch at El
Cuervo, where he will spend a few
days looking after business affairs.
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Fisher of Mineral "LINCOLN" WILL BE
Hill are in the city today. Mr. Fisher
DR. LANDAU'S TOPIC
brought with him the hides of four
wild cats and one mountain lion,
which he killed near his ranch nt
INTERESTING SERVICES WILL BE
Mineral Hill.

KIRS. ROMAN GALLtCOS

DAY ENDS TAFT SLOW TO BE

WITHOUT

By

-'

SIXTH

IN HOUSE

(Ccstinued From Page One)
be approved by the district judge
and district attorney.
County comtissioners and probate
judges are allowed their actual traveling expenses wnen attending meetis away
ings provided their resia-encfrom the county seat.
County school superintendents are
also allowed their traveling expenses
while visiting schools in their counties, but in no case must this item
exceed
f 300. The bill does not
specify whether tnis f 300 is to be per
yeax or during the term of office t
the superintendent.
For feeding prisoners sheriffs are
allowed as follows:
For five or less, 75 cents per day;
for more than five and' less than ten,
50 cents each per day; for over ten,
40 cents per day for each prisoner.
County commissioners are required
to furnish the various officers with
all necessary stationry. County officers are required to charge and collect all fees and mileage for services,
as Is now or may be hereafter authorized by law, and to turn these
fees and mileage over to the conniy
treasurer on the tenth day ot eait
month, and they are also required to
account for and turn over all fees and
other monies dol'iocted by. them since
they qualified for office, whiih in,
most cases was In January, 1912.
Senator Barth made a motion that
the printing of the bill be dispensed
with.
This was opposed by Senator Holt, and the bill was referred to
the finance committee and ordered
printed.
The Hinkle bill licensing and regulating motor vehicles was passed by
a vote oof 22 to 2. A messenger from
the house announced the passage by
that body of tLe billg providing for
salaries for dtntrint attorneys, appropriating mone for a display at
the San Diego exposition, establishing a state fair at Albuquerque. The
house this morning passed the Tripp
bill which prohibits the drinking of
Intoxicating liquors tm railroad trains.
An effort to amend the act so as to
make the prohibition apply to dining
and buffet cars failed.
House bill No. 41, by Carter, an act
validating acknowledgements before

Just a Reminder
Union Suits the kind you usually, pay $2.00 for, you may
have until Monday niht, for

f

'

A

All

1

'.!,

.4,

V-

better suit, more elegantly trimmed

two pieced underwear

jj

actual cyst.

Silk finish leather end Suspenders

3Sq
Socks, the extra heavy black, 25c kind
W'l

'

.

Si

s

-

t!
!

I,- --

special prices do not apply alone to the other articles mentioned, but sweeping reductions have been mude in
many other lines for this sale.
LTl,cse
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i
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4 the other day that the new play in
which Mabel and Edith Taliaferro
are to appear will be produced in
PLAYERS
AND
PLAYS
f
to
May instead ot next fall, as originally planned. Joseph Brooks has the
Jean Haviz is writing a sketch in management of these actresses, and
Which Marietta Craig will star.
for their isedlm has acquired the
Mof-fetAmelia Snmmervil'le has been en- rights of a play by Cleveland
named.
to
be
Come
yet
gaged' for "When Dreams
True."
Trixl Frlganza is to star in a new
musical comedy tntitled "The Bird UGH! HOW CHILDREN
Girl."
David
Torrance has succeeded
HATE CASTOR OIL
Percy Standing with Kthel Barry-morin vaudeville.
The Marquis of Queensbury's play, DELICIOUS
"SYRUP OF FIGS"
"The Light," shines no more on the
IS BEST TO CLEANSE THEIR
LITTLE CLOGGED EOWELS.
contemporary stage.
Look back at your childhood days.
Dorothy Horton. has replaced Elizabeth Murray in "Exceeding the Speed Remember the physic that mothe in
sisted on castor oil, cai- mel, cathar
Limit," with Carter De Haven.
Frank Campeau has been engaged tics. How you hated them, how you
by Maurice Campbell for the leading fought against uking them.
role in "The Ghost Breaker."
With our children it's tlifferen:.
Joseph Medhl Patterson is to write The day of harsh physic !3 over. U'e
a new comedy which Harry Asian in- - don't force the liver and 30 feet of
bowels now; we coax them. We have
tends to produce in the sppring.
is no dreaded after effects. Mothers
Ryan walker, the cartoonist,
bewho cling to the old form of physic
making a tour, his entertainment
Mr.
of
Adventure
simply don't realize what they do.
ing called "The
Dnck."
The children's revolt is
William Hammerstein is to pro- Their little stomachs and tender bow- duce in vaudeville a play by a Chi- els are inje-eby them.
Kind"Lead.
is
child.
Is
title
Its
If
writer.
fretful, peevish half
your
cago
sick, stomach sour, breath feverish
ly Light."
Mary Shaw has written a play and its little system full of cold; has
called "The Parot's Cage," and it Is diarrhoea, sore throat, stomach-ache- ;
-down for an early presentation in doesn't eat or rest well remember
look at the tongue, If coated, give a
New York.
After her present limited vaude- teaspoonful of Syrup of Figs, then
ville engagement Ethel Barrymore don't worry, because you surely will
will appear in the spring in a new have a well, smiling child in a few
hours.
Frohmnn production.
Tim Shuberts have recently ac
Syrup of Figs iielng composed en
aroquired the American rights to the tirely of luscious figs, senna and
of
harmfuL
It
cannot
be
matics
Lane
pantomime
simply
Lor don Drury
sweetens the stomach, makes the livthis year, "The Sleeping Beauty."
With Jessie Bonstelle, William A. er active and thoroughly cleanses the
bowels. In
Brady 13 making ready for the early little one's
Okla- a few hours all sour bile, undigested
production of "The Lady from
fermenting food and constipated
homa," ty Elizabeth Jordan.
John Barrymore la to appear in a waste matter gently moves on and
new melodrama which will be pre- out of the system without griping or
sented in Chicago next month. The nausea.
Directions for children of all ages,
title of the play h- -s not yet been sefor grown-ups- ,
also
plainly printed on
lected.
The Drury Lane pantomime, "Hop the package.
By all means get the genuine. Ask
D'My Thumb," will be put on Just
before the Christmas holidays next your druggist for the full name "Syseason
at the Manhattan Opera rup of Figs and Elixir of Senna" prepared by the California Fig Kyrup
House, New York.
It was made known in New York Co. Accept nothing else. Adv.
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Santa Fe la
AND RETURN
Account Annual Meeting New Mexico
1913.
Masonic Lodge February 17th-20ttickets on saJe t ebrua.ry l j, 10, itn.
Final return limit. February 21. 1913.
h.

.

L. BATCHELOR
AGENT

DUMI

OPERA

HOUSE

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 19th.
ONE NIGHT ONLY
(JILSOX .v
Offer The Great

j$kaifii:li

iloyt Success

achelor's
oneymoon
With Leon A. Gilson and Miss Rose Ainsworth
n
and a capable cast of
players
Well-know-

SPECIAL SCENERY
HANDSOME COSTUMES
Every line covered with a frosting of humor,
i.ooo laughs and two tears

KEEPING UP WITH BESS
By ANNIE

&Qc,

75c, 1.00 null Q1,5Q

14, 1913.

V

JUVENILE LOGIC

After the stout woman had flopped
into the nearest armchair, scattering
Christmas bundles
about twenty-fou- r
oa the floor as she did so, she heaved
even a deeper sigh than one would
naturally have expected under the circumstances.
"What's the matter?" asked her
friend. "Tou look as though you'd
lost pounds and pounds from worry."
"I think I have," replied the stout
woman, rather feebly. "Tou see, it's
Bessie. Bessie's my favorite niece, as
you know, and she's burdened with
parents who give her
everything she wants before she
knows that she wants it. Now, how
is it possible to please such a girl
with any kind of gift? She has jewelry
by the pound and she gets enough
candy every Christmas to feed an
orphan asylum. So whenever December comes around I begin to wring
my hands and say, 'What under the
shining sun can I get for Bessie?'
That's the way I got my first gray
hairs! I get a fresh installment of
them every Christmas."
She was calming down now. Her
friend had politely assumed an air of
deep attention.
"After hours and hours of .brain
racking effort," went on the stout woman, "I found out that Bessie wanted
a Princeton pennant There was one
Princeton pennant left in the sporting good3 section the day I went to
buy Bessie's present and I wrestled
for it with two husky youths, a middle
aged woman and half a dozen giggly
girls. I got It, too, although in the
process I lost three perfectly good jet
buttons and sprained my wrist.,
"That night Bessie's beau brought
her an atrocioui big Princeton pennant about three times the size of the
one I had worked so hard for. Sweet
of him, wasn't it?"
"Go on," begged her friend. "Your
thrilling recital makes a war story
look as flat as a plug hat that's been
sat on. What happened next?"
"Bessie came over to my house one
day," said the stout woman, "and
raved about an embroidered shirt
waist of mine that some poor soul had
spent six monts making. Well, that
gave me an idea and I immediately
started to make Bessie one like it in
six days. I embroidered until I saw
French knots dancing all over the wall
and I counted stitches in my sleep.
Even my football playing son, who
reels off signals in his dreams, became
alarmed at the symptons that I displayed. My family rose in wrath
when I brought the thing to the table
at dinner and embroidered between
courses. And then when the waist
was nearly completed Bessie casually
announced that she thought embroidered shirt waists were getting common and she woudn't wear one for
anything."
"Dear, dear!" murmured her friend,
sympathetically.
"I felt like telling Bessie that if she
changed her mind again she wouldn't
get any present from me," said the
stout woman. "But next morning I
started out on the warpath, all spliffed
up In my oldest clothes, so that I
could grab bargains with the best of
them. I ran into a sale of jewelry
women six deep fighting over little 99 cent reduced from 1 coin
purses, and all trying to get waited
on at once. It took me half an hour
to get next to the counter. Really, it
was cruel the way I climbed over people, but it was for a worthy cause.
Anyway, I got there, found the coin
purses all gone, took another half hour
getting untangled and had to pay ?3
for the same thing in another store.
"After I'd been patting myself on
the back for about a day for having
solved the problem I met Bessie on
the street. She hailed me, and then
broke into lamentations. "What do
you think. Aunt Helen?' she said.
Uncle Billy brought me another coin
purse last night, and I had three already!'
"When I came to I was in a drug
store and Bessie was rubbing my head
and cooing, 'You shouldn't worry bo
over Christmas. You know you do too
much, auntie.'
" "Yes, I know, Bessie,' I said. 'What
do you want for Christmas?'
"'Why, I don't know,' she replied.
'Nothing much that I can think of. I
want a diamond ring, but daddy won't

LOBBY
THBJ

WANT

i

COLUMN

LODGE

NO. 2, A.

fen

1.

MAIN

Wanted

CHAPTER

through?"
"We had a signal arranged. She told
me to come to her window and mak
a noise like a robin. I did so."
"Then her father popped out and
made a noise like a shotgun," Lou
Courl'-r-Joonial-

.

NO. 3, ROY-

L. O. O. MOOSE

FOR SALE Or rent, one square piano,
Apply 920 Gallinas avenue.
FOR SALE First class upright pi
Proprietor of Cheap Lunch Room
ano, 'price reasonable. Inquire Op
'
I want you to print a note on my
tic.
menu cards under "Soups."
Printer What do you want to say?
Proprietor Patrons finding meat in FOR SALE One dozen Black Orthe boup will please return it at once
pington chickens. Call Vegas 369.
to the waiter.
FOR SALE Horse, harness and two
WAY DOWN THERE
buggies.
Inquire 716 Seventh SL

ant

Meets second

fourth Thursday
evening eaol
month at W. o. W. Hall. Visitln
brothers cordially Invited. Dr. B
W. Houf, Dictator;
J. TbornMti
Secretary.
LOCAL

TIME

UfflT

EAST BOUND

Arrive

329.

No.
BROTHERHOOD
NO. No.
102 Mees every Monday night at No.
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglab avenue.at No.
8 o'clock.
Visiting lu mbers are
J. C. Wertz,
cordially welcome.
president; J. T. Buhter secretary; No.
No.
C. H. Baily, treasurer.

For Ssls

No.

9:10
4
11:05
8. ... 2:05
10
1:15
2

Depart
9:15 p.
11:05 p. n.
2:10 a. v
2:10 p. m

e

p. m
p. m

a. m
p. m

WEST BOUND

1....
3
7

1:20
6:10
4:20
6:35

p. m

a. m..
p. m
p. m

. . .

1:45
6:15
4:30
7:00

p. m
a. m
p. m

p. m
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA No. 9
Meet in the Forest of brotherly
ATTORNEYS
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
on the second and fourth Fridays
HUNKER & HUNKER
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.
H. Hunker Chester A. Hun
George
G.
Clerk.
Consul;
Lacmmle,
Stewart,
Attorneys-at-LaVisiting members are especially
Las Vegas.
welcome and cordially invited.

i.

New Mexlw

DENTISTS

E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
I. O. of B. B.
Meets every first

DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIST
FOR SALJ3 Modern nine-roohouse,
of the month in the vestry
Crockett Building.
goo dcondition, fine location, bar Tuesday
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8 Office
Main 111
Telephone
gain. Inquire M., Optic.
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are House Telephone
Main
Isaac Appel,
cordially Invited.
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec
DR. F. B. HUXMANN

li

For Rent

retary.

Dentist
Dental work of any description ai
COUN-CIKNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
moderate prices.
NO. 804. Meets second and Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main 136
fourth Thursday In O. R, C. Hall,
East Las Vegas, Nt M.
FOR RENT Two room furnished
Pioneer building.
VtBiting mem-berhouse. 921 Lincoln avenue.
are cordially Invited. Richard
HEALTH WARNING
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
Chilled and wet feet result in conDevine,
FOR
RENT Suite
inhousekeeping
gesting the internal organs, andbladrooms, first floor,
electric lights
flammation of the kidneys and
508 Main.
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. der, with rheumatic twinges and pain
backi generally follow. Use Folej
1.
Meets every Monday evening at in
Pills. They are the best medi
Kidney
FOR RENT Furnished house, modtheir hall on Sixth street All visit- cine made for all disorders of the kidern, Eighth and Washington. Ining brethren cordially Invited to at neys, for bladder irregularities, anu
tend.
F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus tor backache and rheumatism. They
quire Herbert W. Gehring.
13
old
son
euough
your
Stranger
drugs.
V. G.;
Elwood, do not contain habit forming
Lehman,
to vote yet?
Tonic in action, quick results. O. G.
Feudist Oh, yes.
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer; Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
Stranger Is he a registered voter?
Adv.
Feudist Nope; he can't shoot well FIRST class room
In
board.
and
enough yet to vote.
Do you know that more real danger
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
quire 1112 Douglas Ave.
lurks in a common cold than in any
fourth Tuesday evening of each other of the minor ailments? The
AN ORATOR, BU- Tmonth Elks home on Ninth street safe way is to take Chamberlal'i's
and Douglas avenue. Visiting broth- Cough Remedy, a thoroughly reliable
preparation, and rid yourself of the
LOST Lavalliere
ers are cordially invited. P. D.
wiH
necklace
This
cold as quickly as possible.
ConW.
Exalted Ruler; D;
wreath of pale green leaves set with
remedy is for sale by all dealers.Adv.
don, Secretary.
pearls and pearl drop. Return to Mamie Sparks, Castaneda, and receive
reward.
LET Two furnished cottages
cheap. Inquire at 618 Grand ave
nue.

TO

L

g
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Miscellaneous
Lost

-

RETAIL PRICES

PETER P. MACKEL
HOUSE

AND SIGN PAINTING

lardwood Finishing. Paper Haniig
and Glailni.
Estimates Cheerfully Given.

et

A

Bide Plaza

l?

i

,

old

Town

win r'n AA
IJ

NEW ONE

2,000 lbs. or More, Each Delivery
to 2,000 be., Each Delivery
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 Iba., Each Delivery
50 lbs. to
Less than 50 lbs. Each Delivery

1,000 Ibe.

.

20c per
25c per
.30c per
40c per
50o

per

100
100
100
100
100

lbs.
Iba.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
and
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
Famous.
Made
ot
Which
Las
Have
Vegas
Lasting Qualities
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads
Are Best

SO- -

Market Finders
FOR THE CHILDREf
ALSO FOR GROWN PERSONS

.

QUICK - SAFE
NO OPIATES

RELIABLE

NO NARCOTICS

FQLtro" IIUNtl
Victim of Noise.
did
the elopement fail

Meets first and third Tuee
day eveningB each month at Wood
men Hall. Visiting brothers cord
ally invited to' attend. A. M. Adler
President; E. C. Ward, Secretary

F. O. E.

Regular con
vocation first Monday in
eacu monia ai masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
.B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Blood, Secretary.

Telephone Main

P. C. Nisson.

VifliUn

Knights ar cord)
ally invited. Chat
Liebachnex, Chaa
38. W
cellor Commandoi
Harry Martin, Keeper of Records
and Seal.

MASONS

Don't Shoot.

"Why

Hall.

of land and 1 small
adobe
house and 70 acres of land. Mrs. FRATERNAL

Winks That fellow De Blow Is certainly a born actor.
Dinks Think so?
"Honestly, the thought of all the
Winks Yes; one never realizes
Chrlstmnses that are yet to come is
until after his speeches appear in
enough to kill any one. Yes, I do feel
print that he doesn't say anything
na though I'd been through a key-

violence.

ning

RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets first and third Fridays
at 7:30 p. m. In Masonic Temple,
Mrs. J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Ma4- tron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.

TO LEASE OR RENT 1 large
room adobe house with 150 acres

i
V

Monday eve
in
Caeti

ery

f

AL ARCH

NO. .

KNIGHT8 OF
THIAS Meeta

JSjy

wiwAj

OPTIC'8 NUMBER,

CAM

LODGE

DORADO

Regular communication first and
uura xnursaay in
VjV
each month. Vtaitine
fri
brotller8 cordially
vited. Wa P. Mills,
W. M., H. S .Van Petten, Secretary.

LAS VEGAS

ECONOMICAL

give me one. Must you go so soon?'
"I think now that I'll go a florist's
and order a couple of dozen roses for
Bessie the Btems to be at least three
feet long. I sent her some when she
bad appendicitis and she raved ovfct
Mi cm then, but now
goodness know?
Siio may havo developed a case ol
roue fever by this time.

"Here's an Item," observed Rivers,
who was looking over the exchanges,
"to the effect that the king of Sweden
raises prize dogs on his farm."
"I suppose he uses them," suggested Brook, "to drive his Stockholm."
After which the rattle of the type
writer broke out afresh with great

F. &

M.

Five cent per line eacn Insertion.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
TEMPLAR
No ad to occupy lets space than two
sec. d
lines. Aii
advertla mente charged PfKNIUHTS
"Do you belong to a brass band will be booked at
month
at Ma
space actually set,
Mrs. Blow?"
sonio Temple at 7:30 p. m. O. H.
without
of
to
number
word.
regard
"No. dear. What put that idea Into
Kinkel, E. C; Chas. Tamme, ReCash In advance preferred.
your head?"
corder.
were a!
"Well, mamma said you
ways blowing your own horn, so !
thought you must belong to a brass
band."

AND

....

ADVER

FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

il BANT

8HORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

A.

RATES

BEST

A

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

over-indulge-

hole.
"Well, Merry Christmas! Here goes
for Bessie's!"

Tilt

THE OPTJC

SEIGERBACHER.

"Yesr

-

FEBRUARY

akd TAB

COMPOUND
A COMMON COLD neglected may go
quickly into CROUP, BRONCHITIS, ot
No.
Harold,
Evelyn (edging away)
PNEUMONIA which often means a sudyou mustn't try to railroad yotiraelt den fatality.
Keep FOLEY'S HONEY
Into my affections.
AI :D TAR COMPOUND always in the
houtio and give at fust sign of a col&
HaroldTo railroad myself?
Evelyn Yes; you seem to think Refuse substitutes.
Cr
lieu
your arm hrts (tie rljsht of wy around
r
O 0.
my Hitlst

('ii

"i-u-

6"-srre-

Classified ads. search out the people to whomamong all ot
particular thing Is worth most
those who MIGHT BUY-tt- ha

That property

sell ia WORTH MOST to someoae
newspaper and would never hear of

you want

to

who reads the ads. In thla
your property anises It were advertised here.
Others, who read and ans er ads. in this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used machinery
and furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, and musical
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyer s, of all
sible sorU of things, they have come to be finders of the best

pos-

n
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Are Used In The Optic's Job Departmee
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That Printing Done By Us
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the Best Obtainable

SPFOAI TV

A

getting work out with little delay, but insist that it must be absolutely correct and
satisfactory in every respect.
Of
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FOR CASH
15.50

Sugar per eack
18 pounds sugar

100

1

pounds California potatoes
dozen 10c boxes crackers

3

10c hoxe scrackers

1,40

100

95
'25

'

pounds pure lard
5 pounds pure Jard
50 pounds Lily Flour

1.40

10

'

"

.

75
1.40

-

1 30

pounds Pride Flour
Fresh eggs are coming In In quantities and pre cheaper.

50

.H

Any suit in the store goes at $!).S5,
worth $16.50 to ?22.50, at Taicherfs,
Adv.
75 pairs of woman's shoes, lace and
button, 3 and $4 values at $2 per
pair at Iledgcock's. Adv.

Everything in woman's and children's felt Juliets and slippers, 25
per cent discount at Hedgcock's.
Adv.

Everything in the store at reduced
prices, , to enumerate to state ynce?,
come first, come, early. Taicherfs
Clothing Store.

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN W.AQON

55 pairs of men's dress Kangaroo
Kid lace shoes, $3.50 and $4.50 values

to close out at ?2.45 a pair straight
last at Hedgcock's. Adv.
pairs of children's and misses'
School House lace and button
shoes to close out at 75 per cent of
their real ca'iue at Hedgcock's.
S5

Red

Adv.

A

marriage license was issued yes
terday afternoon at the court house
to Benita Garcia and Jose Maria
aged J 9 and 23, respectively.
The young people are both residents
of Palmas.
A

fa

Mon-tano-

The Modern Wooamen of America
will hold their regular meeting in
the W. O. W. hall on Sixth street this
evening at 8 o'clock. AH members
of Las Vegas Lodge No. 13779 ars
urged to be present.

Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents

Tomorrow, Monday and Tuesday w
will sell 18 lbs. of sugar for $1.00, 1
lbs. of extra fancy California potatoes
in the
for 25c, and everything

ee

same propurt'on.

IKE DAVIS,
The Cash Groce.'.

CRYSTAL BUTTER.
IS MADE FRJDM

J

PASTEURIZED CREAM
ASK YOUR. GROCER.
IT SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co
mi mil

At 1 lie Home of llrc Best of Everything Eatable

5PCUIMI
FEBRUARY

S3
-18

1

'.,

lbs. Sugar
lbs. Sugar
100 lbs. .Potatoes
."0 lbs. Potatoes
25 lbs. Potatoes
18

W. Tellier pf Casa Grande,

yester-d-

applied at the court house for $12
bounty upon four coyotes and two
wild cats killed by him recently.
Gabriel Gallegos of Precinct. 23, applied for $4 as bounty upon twoo
Judge David J. Leahy of the distrid.
court has given judgment in the sum
of $125.50. in the case of the Plaza
Trust and Savings bank against E. H.
Salazar. The bank sued to collect
principal and Interest of an ote given
it by Mr. Salazar.
The E. Romero Hose and Fire company has engaged the services of the
Simison orchestra for its big Wash'g-ton'- s
bitrhday dance on the evening
of February 21. The orchestra will
play the regular dances and a piano
and drum will play encores. There
n
The
will be continuous music.
say their dnnco Is to be the biggest affair of the winter.

$1.00
5.45

1.00

1.40

.'.

tHT OIEl

J

75
40

'.
10
Ralston Prepared Buckwheat Flour . .'
25
7 packages Best Starch
8 bars White Star Soap
25
:..
7 bars Lenox Soap
25 4
7 Tar Soap
25
00
1 Stone Jar Ilelnz Preserves
.65
gaf. can Blueberries
'
.
.25
lbs. crackers
.18
Standard Hams, per lb
'
;"
19VSi
Sinndard Bacon Bide, per lb
1.30
' argo pails pure Lard
05
Medium palls pure lard
.
40
,
Small pails pure lard
Frebbt vegetables: Head Lettuce, nadisbes,
Young 'Onions, Fresh
Cauliflower,
Tomatoes, Celery, Parsnips. Carrots Turnips, Cabbage,
Horso Radish Root, Sweet Potatoes, Parsley, alo fruits. Cranberries,
Oranges, Crape Fruit, Apples.
.

'

1
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PERFORtMHCE
We are dally presenting our

results of pcrfoet laundering

who are

hundreds of patrons,
it

endorsing

with

to

their

con-

tinued patronage.
SHIRTS, COLLARS,
AND

CUFF

WORK THAT

IS

UNEQUALLED.

THE

GRAAF

a

& HAYWAOD CO. STOHE

Las Veas Steam
Laundry
EVtaYE33Y BEADS THE

US

VEGAS OPTIC

Phone MtuilSl

67 DougUi Are

AFFORD

KIND OF

book-cas-

It

es

CT

r
;

J

v

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assasint Cashier.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS.

N

M

sal-ley-

Capital,

,

Meri-weathe- r,

interest Paid on

fist fight in which a
affair and
named
Branch received fatal
plebe
Injuries, would be permitted to enter
the pay corps of the navy under a
bi'tf passed yesterday by the senate.
martial sentenced
A court
to
dismissal. President
Roosevelt pardoned him, and later he
resigned because of defective eyesight. The affair created a sensation
at the time.
Meri-weath-

Surplus, and. Undivided. Piofits $35,000

$100,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

REINSTATED?
MERIWEATHER
Washington, Feb. 14. Minor
Jr., who as a midshipman
from Louisiana at the naval academy
in 1906 was the cen'er of a hazing

Time Deposits

er

$1,050

.

V

7.

-

AT YOUR DOOR

FOLLY EQUIPPED

if

"
i

m

lirrI7rr;

rH

1

f

(4.

OVERLAID MOD! 59 T
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

Las Vegas Automobile

1

Machine

Whalen,

Phone Main 344.

&

Co

Fowler Props

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL
3

wi

I

R1

night several or the students
of the Normal I niversity were employed in cleaning the city walks with
water. These students had been palntr
lug advertisements for the basketball
game tonight on the walks, not think-intthat it was against me city ordin
ances. Dreaming about the number
of pooplo who would read their handi
work when the sun shown bright on
the signs the next morning the young
men t ainted, decorating thy wailm
with artistic letters and figures.
A city official, however, being well
versed in the laws, deeded that the
signs would be of no practical bentfit
because the pedestrians would only
while walking
spoil the pretty figures
on them. lie suggested that the students remove the bIK'b. The boys
of course were a little bashful, but
and with pail
they soon overcame that
a
o(.infoi in remove me re- ul,e a
suits of their hard
students
the
saw
of
citizens
number
cleaning the walks and soon a eiuwu
had gathered, it has been suggested
that it would be a Kood plan to hire
the Normaliles to clean the walks
seen
(very week, as the improvement
wonderful.
wa
this morning

last

a

6

E. D. Raynolds, Vice President
S. B. Davis, Vice. President.

so
good plan would be to come
and
get a good seat.
early

ON By THE CITY

'

CASE

&S0N

ARE PUT

NORMAL STUDENTS ARE MADE
TO GIVE SIDEWALKS A NEEDED BATH

i

J.C.JOIINSEN

Meriweather spent several months
here last spring and summer and is
well known here. He was popular
Emporia, Kansas, Gazette, February with the younger society set. After
6:
"A Bachelor's Honeymoon," play- leaving Las Vegas Meriweather went
ed last evening at the Whitley, was to the southern part of the state.
a clever comedy, well acted and pleasThe amusing intried the audience.
Judge E. V. Long, who is interested
cacies of the plot kept the crowd in in the reception to be given in Santa
an uproar throughout the evening. Fe next week for Vice President-elec- t
Leon Gilson as Benjamin Bachelol Marshall because of his oldtime
as Jun friendship with Mr. Marshall, would
and Miss Rose Ainsworth
to like to lead a big delegation oof Las
was
married
who
secretly
Aibuckle,
Bachelor, played the leading parts and Vegas people when he goes to the
were the best members of the cast. capital. Rates will be offered by
V. O. Rankin, as Stephen Houston, the railroad and Julge Long is .eshas a part which brings forth many pecially anxious that all Indiana peolaughs. "Dr. Ludwig Swarts," played ple residing here make the. trip. The
by Charles A. Williams, was populai Indiana people likely will nccompanj
with the audience for his quaint say the lobbyists who wi'il go to Santa
Fe to work for the passage of the
ings In Germanized English."
A Bacheor's Honeymoon" will ap Lobato bill.
pear at the Duncan opera house next
Wednesday night, February 13.

"ItlllTEWS"

Hi

GUNN SEC-

These
are made
in all woods and finishes, from
plain oak to tbe best mahogany and from the large as- sortment you can surely pick
a style that will please you
and which you can afford to
buy.
,

The Normals had their final practice last night and are sure of victory
tonight over the City Champions.
The manager of the Normal team
made a statement yesterday that if his
team defeated the City Champions,
better known as the Hasbeens, that
he had no doubt in his mind that in
the tournament at El Paso it would
carry off the honors. This would be a
boost for the city as far as athletic
superiority is concerned. After winning the honors at El Paso If they
do the Normals .will stop off at Albuquerque and challenge the New
Mexico University for another game
in which they expect to administer
the proper punishment in return for
the defeat they received in their last
game there.
The city team had its final practice
Wednesday night and yesterday and
today the players have been keeping
the strictest watch of themselves so
that they will be in prime condition
for the game. The ticket sale, which
was started the first part of the
week, has been heavy, but many people were not reached. It is expected
that the armory will be crowded on account of the expected roughness that
usually comes from a boys' game of
this class. The management may
s
request the epectators to use the

The committte in charge of secarHn;
the delegation to go to Santa Fe to
work for the passage of the Lobato
bill which will empower the board of
trustees of the Las Vegas grant II
utilize the funds In its possession for
the completion of the Camfield Irrigation project, canvassed the city today. This afternoon the committee
had not completed Its work, but was
able to report that it undoubtedly
would be able to secure at least 50 Las
Vegans for the trip. Everybody who
was shown the resolution favoring the
Lobato bill, which was published in
The Optic laBt evening, was glad to
sign it; it appears that the sentiment
; the
community is almost unmmuous
on the matter and everybody knows
that it is difficult to get Las Vegans
to pull together unitedly on any ro- p, ition.
George A. Fleming, secretary of the
Commercial club, has prepared "infor
mation bulletins" for the use of the
lobbyists. These are printed pamphlets upon which is printed a state
ment of conditions regarding the Camfield irrigation system. It is shown
that 15,000 acres of land can be irrigated and that e f ryl oiy in Las Vegas favors the passage of the legislation which will enable the grant board
to undertake the completion of the
irigation project. It also states that
Las Vegas people have great confidence in the integrity of the members
of tha Las Vesas grant board. It was
thought that this means of presentin
the argument would be most effective.
It will give each booser a chance to
put up the same a;guinnt tbat is
used by the other members of the
Ias Vegas party.
It was reported here today, through
a message from the capital, that the
opponents of the Iobato bill are tell
ing the members of the legislature
that the people- of Las Vegas do not
put any confidence in the grant board
and are extremely anxious that that
body be made unable to spend the
funds intrusted to its care. These
statements are absolutely false, as
can be proved by an inquiry among
the citizens.

il.,

U;

SOME

BOOK

TIONAL

five-mc-

15-17-

SHAPE

SUCCESS

GO
TO GAME TONIGHT WITH THE CITY
Extra fancy tomatoes, crisp celery, LOBBYISTS WHO WILL
CHAMPIONS EXPECTED TO BF
SANTA FE WILL NUMBER
head lettuce at IKE DAVIS, The Cash
A WHIRLWIND
FULLY FIFTY
Grocer.

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood. Direct from distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. AdT.

GROCER

CAN

at

Profit by the remodeling sal-Taicherfs Clothing Store Adv.

EVERYBODY

0000

IN

WITH GREATEST

Try a dram o.f Old Tayior bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Buy your kodak supplies and get
best of printing and developing at
Mrs. L. P. Wright's. Adv.

Ste am

ORHAL TEAM IS

COMMITTEEMEETS

LOCAL NEWS

THERE IS NO LYE IN THE CAN

P

.

"HUHTS QUALITY FRUITS

To all those who wish

to take advantage of
"THE KINO THAT IS NOT

the

Cash
Special
wi
Sales I
wiwiiiiwiiri

lj

advertlsedjbylourcom-petitors-

We

meet

(jail

LYE-FEELE-

Highest In Quality

-

Delicious In Flavour

r

Insist on Hunts" If you wevnt the highest
qviaTity in canned fruits

.

will

prices and

are readytotake your
order.

CQ

At: A

J

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
"The Coffee Man"
U

i

